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PREFACE
Three year3 of study of a typical situation have
shown certain problems as insistent and significant, during
the planning and execution of a te3t program for the clas-
sification of the pupil3 of a school system. No claim is
made that the most significant problems have been located.
Attempt has been made to better understand the situation
through use of the be3t tools available; and in the light
of the data to determine what may best be done to obtain
a working classification. It is hoped that the record of
the problems encountered, and of the work done in attempts
at solution, may reduce the blunders of those who under-
take similar problems elsewhere.
Grateful acknowledgment is made to Superintendent
Prank A. Scott and to all of his administrative and teach-
ing force for their labor and cooperation; to the Summer
Session Class of 1927 at Boston University in Measurement
of Intelligence, for assistance with interpretation of
data; to all of the authors whose works are quoted herein;
to the sixty-one heads of research departments in public
schools and other leaders in the measurement field who
have contributed materials and answers to the nation-wide
qaestionnaire; and especially to Professor Guy M. ¥il3on
for the privilege of his guidance and inspiration.
llellie Eva Powers
Boston, April 30, 1930.
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CHAPTER I
SHOULD THE SCHOOLS MAKE ADJUSTMENTS FOR INDIVIDUAL
DIFFERENCES? IF SO, HOW CAN THEY DO IT?
Do individual differences exi3t and are they discover
-
able?
That certain men are taller than others, that certain
men can run faster or lift heavier "burdens than others
raises no question as to the existence or validity of dif-
ference. Physical differences are for all practical
purposes easily measurable in terms of universally accepted
unit3, height, speed, weight, etc. The existence of these
measurable differences of individuals in the physical field
is popularly accepted, and this fact was utilized notably
during the World War in making adaptations of worker to
task.
The existence of individual differences in the mental
field has come to recognition much more slowly. The
source of mentality is hidden, making it necessary t.o
evolve mean3 of measuring mentality through it3 products
in behavior. Up to very recent times teachers have felt
that one child could learn just as well as another "if
he would only put his mind on his work", or "if the teacher
made him do it". With all of the "putting of mind on
work", and with all of the enormous teacher effort, chil-
•
dren of twelve to fourteen years of age were to be found
in the first three grades, large numbers left school as
soon as possible, and other large numbers never entered
the High School*
Uuch early work in development of tests was founded
upon physical measurements, and sought likenesses rather
than differences. (23: 373-380) 1 . Up to 1896 when Cat tell
made his first report of measurement work at Columbia Uni-
versity (24), psychological thought and educational prac-
tice were in term3 of "the mind" which needed discipline
and offaculties of the mind" which needed training.
Binet's signal contribution of a scale for measuring intel-
ligence (13 ,14,17.15) brought a new concept of intelligence
and of the ba3ic qualities of an intelligence test. He
strove to measure judgment, common sense, initiative, the
ability to adapt one*s self to circumstances and the abil-
ity to accomplish unit mental tasks (l6,12). Early work
with Binet tests in America,— that of Goddard (40,41,42),
Huey (49). Kuhlman (58,59). Melville (67). Terman (93.85,92),
and that of Yerkes and Bridges ,— adapted the scale and
increased interest in the results of its application*
The use of mental test3 in the army, and of group tests in
schools has made a large 3cale study possible.
The first number within the brackets refers to the
book or article in the Bibliography. Numbers following
the colon are page numbers.
ft
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Terman 3how3 that when un3elected groups of children
are examined for any trait, physical or mental, large
differences are found; and if the groups are large enough
the differences are distributed along the normal curve of
distribution. (86: Ch. II) No 3worthy, in her study of
inmates of institutions for the feeble-minded, found
there normal distribution of height, weight, intelligence,
etc.
,
though the intelligence was at the low end of the
scale. She also showed, from taking a vertical sampling
at a given point in the distribution that there is much
overlap. There is no hard and fast line between, for
example, normality and moronity. She 3hows that, in
certain physical characteristics, A-Qft of the inmates of
the feeble-minded institutions studied, are on a par with
their normal compeers. (69) Thus it appears that men-
tal traits are distributed on a normal curve, as are phys-
ical. In short, the normal distribution is nature's
method, and no exception is made in mental traits.
Terman and his associates give data which show that
"from 20 to 25 per cent of the pupils of a given grade
have attained a mental age about as high as the median
mental age of the next higher grade , while the lowest 20
to 25 per cent in the 3ame grade are about as low in
mental age as the median for the next grade below."
(94: 8-9)
It is more and more evident to all that individual

differences in mental ability is a demonstrable fact, and
that measures of those differences yield data for classi-
fication, point out the slow and the gifted, and assist
in making adjustments in curricula and methods
Are the found differences matter of concern?
Terman again says, "It is doubtful whether in an
average school system more than 70 per cent of the pupils
are "being given instruction which is as well suited to
them as would "be the instruction in a higher or lower
grade". (94: 12) In his study of the gifted, reported
in Genetic Studies of Genius, "82 per cent of the cases
are said to merit some additional promotion". (89 : 285)
Wentworth from her study of eleven superior Children,
shows the great variations in the abilities of the gifted,
and the fact that "because teachers were trying to help
children to reach impossible standards", much of the teach-
ing of the slow was lost. (105: 84-95) Mort pictures a
fourth grade group in which "more than half the pupils are
overage for their grade, one girl being of junior-high-
school age. The range in reading age is from 5 years, 10
months, to 13 years, 8 months, and shows need of individual
assistance. This situation is not unusual". (68: 265)
These findings offer challenge to the efficiency of our
schools; and as such, the differences are matters of
serious concern. Undoubtedly Terman would state the
above differently today. Rapid progress is being made

in thought and work upon the problems of individual dif-
ferences. This in shown forcibly in Eroady's study of
school provision for individual differences in eighteen
cities of the United States. (19) Children should be
grouped on the basi3 of ability and given sizable tacks
for age, regardless of the old grade scheme.
Are the old educational philosophy and practice
,
whi ch took no note of child abilities , adequate to. meet
to -day 1 s call for adjustment to indivi dual differences?
The development of the theory of individual differ-
ences ajid modern attempts to make adjustments in the
schools which shall be commensurate with the found differ-
ences, have come hand in hand with the changing times.
Dickson expresses the cause and the change, thus: "The
period of compulsory education, by forcing all types of
children into the public schools, brought about still
greater need for classification, and for variation in the
curriculum. These factors are involved in bringing about
the present conception of the aims of education; i.e.
that every child, of whatever capacity or probable destiny,
shall be given such opportunity for development as will
enable him to realise his best possibilities and satisfy
the requirements of good citizenship. (33: 8-9) The
old school as a static instructional unit is growing to-
wards the new uchool as a living place for individuals
who are learning how best to live. The times have forced

the facts upon us. Measurement, especially measurement
of intelligence, has given us a tool, the right use of
which can point the way for adjustments in philosophy and
practice, to the newer needs. Shall we call it conserva-
tism, or stupidity, when educators cling to the last straw
of the old, rather than learn to swim in the great, new,
open sea? Such shift in aimo of education, such adjust-
ments in philosophy and practice could hardly be expected
to come about without ©.rousing popular interest and dis-
cussion, and a certain amount of questioning.
The intelligence test movement which sought to find
differences pointing the way to better adaptations, has
experienced a generous share of popular questioning.
Popular discussion based upon unmodified and uninterpreted
catch phrases from reports of the army testing (ll3»l8),
appeared in newspaper and periodical (ll6 ,35 »21 *6l ,28) •
It was unfortunate that Bagley chose to cling to the old,
a.nd to kindle discussion based upon the emotional appeal
of the newspaper and the popular magazine (8,9»10), Indi-
vidual differences became an excuse for lugging democracy
into the discussion, Measurement workers, led by Terman
and V/hipple , showed that misstatement and misunderstanding
prevailed, and that there was need for careful definition,
for outline of purpose, and for accuracy of work and re-
port in the field ( 87 »8$,lo6 ,107) . Even Kelley tried to
balance up "arguments", a,nd ca,ll the results "saJ-vage"
(54: 11).

The problems of individual differences are present
in the schools, and can "be solved not by sitting down and
talking and thinking it over, but "by a rigid following of
the technique of research, and an open-minded acceptance
of the findings of research* Philosophy and practices
cannot continue as in the "good old days". The contro-
versial "blunders of some educational leaders have come
about through willingness to allow "say so" and "thought
about it" to dictate, rather than data and deducible facts
from data. The appeal has been to prejudice instead of
to right interpretation of data. Thompson succinctly
summarized the situation in 1924 as the suffering of the
general intelligence and educational test movement from
growing pains, and from the conservatism of the human mind
towards all things new £)• Johnson makes prediction
that "the use of measurement with regard to certain aspects
of human nature is going to be increasingly helpful as we
learn more about methods of measurement and content of
human nature". (52: 5)« To-day's call is for a "child
first" philosophy and practice. The child , his abilitie s ,
his i di
o
sync ras i e
s
, and needs must indicate the course df
adaptations . Philosophy and practice must renew or adjust.
VYhat is intelligence , and can it be measured?
Early in 1921 an attempt was made by the measurers to
define intelligence (99)» All of the definitions stated
or implied that intelligence is recognized as a composite

whose nature still demands intensive research. Thorndike
offered as a working definition: "Ability to deal with
things or persons or ideas "by the use of ideas" (98: 413 )•
He attempted to make this more specific by saying that we
must realize that "ideas are not like eggs in a basket,
nor like eggs in p,n omelet, but are what they are. If
we must liken them to something, let it be tones in a
symphony or factions in a party, or neurones in the brain
or some other case of a very complex organization where
science can and should separate the totals into parts, but
where those parts are splitting and combining from time to
time and are being influenced in their action by more or
less of the total organisation" (98: 419).
In an attempt to clarify the meaning and nature of
intelligence Spearman worked out his Tetrad Difference Form-
ula by means of which he proved the existence of G (a gen-
eral ability factor affecting all mental life). He was
able to separate out other specific factors (79*. I36-I&O).
Kelley has gone a step further than Spearman, ajid by means
of his Pentad Criterion claims to have been able to break
up Spearman's G factor into general and other independent
factors (55 : 34-9c). Spearman sees "surprising agreement
in the two differing techniques", and "extraordinarily
harmonious results" ( 80: 568)
.
Einet and Simon have 3aid: "On peut mesurer 1 'intel-
ligence", disent les uns. "L 'intelligence ne se mesure

pas", disent lea autres. D f autres, mieux avises, dedoig-
nent ces discussions theoriques , et s'appliquent a resoudre
le probleme en fait (17- !)• (Some say that intelligence
can "be measured. Others say that intelligence is not to
be measured. Still others, the "better advised., disdain
these theoretical discussions and apply themselves to solv-
ing the problem by seeking the facts.) The same situation
exists to-day with regard to intelligence tests. Testers
see the values in the use of tests; a dwindling number
of observers and "thinkers about" may be skeptical. The
facts must be found. Bronner, Eealy , Lowe and Shimberg
consider that "mental testing requires no justification;
the rapid growth of belief in its value has in many ways
proved to be well warranted" (20: 3)» "It * s true that
many people oppose these tests-; but the fact is that
there is practically no competent educational psychologist
to-day who repudiates mental tests This should out-
weigh any non-experimental objections to the tests"
(ll8: 273) • Terman makes the prediction that a hundred
years from now the educational historian will probably
characterize the present era as the one which saw the
birth and development of the testing movement. From a
half dozen points of view the introduction of standard
tests of intelligence and of school achievement must be
regarded as of capital importance, for these devices arc
already leaving their mark upon school organization and
•f
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administration, instructional method » curriculum content,
text "books, and even educational ideals (90: 57 also
45: 200).
Does ability grouping help pupil s and teachers?
The question is answered thus by the workers quoted:
Dickson: "Pupils of similar ability work better to-
gether, and the larger the classes which can be handled
the lower the cost of education will be" (94: 32).
Terman: "A reasonable homogeneity in the mental
ability of pupils who are instructed together is a sine
qua non of school efficiency" (94:7)
Allen: From right grouping "many of these pupils
(those Y/ho never go to High School) may be so educated
that their earning power can be doubled" (2: 13)»
Coming's classification "held superior pupils to a
higher standard than that to which they were accustomed,
and all so placed finally succeeded at the higher level"
(29: 165).
Torgerson: "Proper classification and sectioning
reduces failures and tends to raise the accomplishment
quotient of all pupils to maximal efficiency" (100: l80).
Worlton: Under ability grouping we find "more rapid
progrees in subjects; more congenial social atmosphere
in which to work; more opportunity to develop leadership;
greater stimulus for individual, effort; increased happi-
f
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neas from successful accomplishments; better opportunity
to curb snobbishness; fewer disciplinary problems".
"There is also better morale among teachers" (11.2: 274).
Frazee: "In its last analysis, ability classifica-
tion rests upon the bed-rock of human relationships.
Discouragement and conceit have little soil in which to
grow. Understanding and tolerance develop. Each indi-
vidual measures himself against his own group and so gets
a truer estimate of himself. On each level and sub-level
leadership is bred" (37: 77).
Mailer. "Members of a group will tend to show a
higher degree of cooperation if there is, within the group,
little variance in intelligence, age, and social factors.
A maximum of cooperation is obtained when a group is of
highest homogeneity. The sectioning of classrooms on the
basis of intelligence and other factors would thus augment
the cultivation of cooperation" (63: 163).
I s ther e, opportunity for blundering?
In the town in which this study v/as made blunders had
accumulated until the superintendent himself took courses
in measurement and sought advice at Schools of Education
as to how the blunders might be righted. A serious mis-
take is made when testing, a tool for use in research, is
reckoned a desirable new "frill". As though testing
could, from its very nature, have a "frill", much mere be
one! In this town there was no recognition of the need
f
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for careful, definite, skilful planning for a coflrc' inated
program. Aims, goals, purposes of program, knowledge and
understanding of tests and testing were worse than nil
,
for there was no recognition of need for them. The tests
were purchased, distributed and used as best they might
be. The time for giving, scoring, and returning the
first tests was ignored. The testing was, accordingly
,
sporadic, because of lack of knowledge and leadership and
guidance. Furthermore, teachers were asked to give the
tests and to judge them, when they had little, if any,
basis in knowledge for judging. Later, teachers were
asked to keep a record of the time consumed in scoring
Stanford-Achievement Tests, when they had no knowledge of
methods of arranging nor handling papers for scoring, and
when they were much puzzled over details from test manuals
and wearied with the conscientious effort which they made
to do their best. Procrastination, lack of sympathy, and
biased critical attitude towards tests, was developing by
the very testing as it proceeded. The need for expert
help and guidance at the beginning was not felt. \7illing
and capable teacher-minds v/ere permitted and encouraged to
function upon a closed basis of opinion, rather than upon
an open-minded attitude pointing toward the scientific.
Competent psychologists and the best workers in scien
tifically conducted research are united in seeing great
values in the use of intelligence tests for securing
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grouping (ll8: 273 )• Blunders in current criticism of
such use of intelligence tests are "based upon the willing-
ness of the popular critic to use exact figures without
the knowledge of nor consideration for the modifications
and interpretations which research shows as vital.
I s "plundering avoidable with properly trained teachers?
What is a workable plan? How much does it cost? How
much does it save? Answers must be sought in the data of
those of exxjerience , and in actual research.
This study was undertaken in an effort to undo the
effects of past blunders in test matters, by training
teachers to better understanding of their own problems in
the field of individual differences through actual work
in a coordinated program in classification. , Answers have
been found to these last questions.
<
CHAPTER II
PURPOSE AHD BASIS OF THE STUDY
The main problem of the study is: Can a program of
homogeneous grouping be accomplished with cooperation of
and known benefits to teachers, with cooperation and under
standing by parents, with benefits to and without detri-
mental effects upon children?
Secondary problems are:
(a) What problems arise in a program looking towards
homogeneous grouping of pupils in a school system?
(b) What is the cost of such a program in time, labor
and money? What are the compensations for the cost?
Public school superintendents will vouch for the fact
that many attempts have been made to use achievement and
intelligence tests within their school systems from which
there was little return for a vast amount of labor and
cost. The data from such tests are gathering dust while
awaiting interpretation. Tests have been given, as they
came upon the market or became the fashion, only to add
their contribution as dust gatherers, or to be laid aside
and forgotten before reaching the central office. The
most valuable information obtainable from testing is usu-
ally neglected* Teachers give tests, and after they have
served the needs of the moment they are either thrown
•*
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av/ay immediately or filed and forgotten. Hot half the
use is made of the responses of pupils to these tests as
could and should be made (22: 341-34-2) •
There has been misunderstanding of the purpose of
testing (110: 319 )» blundering in the leadership or direc-
torship of the testing, blundering in the administration
of tests, and possibly most serious of all, blundering in
the interpretation of data from tests.
Haphazard testing has been of little value in tha^t
its purposes and objectives were not carefully defined and
understood; the testing was not planned nor worked out
in detail in the light of the best experience and informa-
tion available, and was not expertly directed. The test-
ing ha3 been more or less of a superimposi tion upon teacher
and child. This study raises the question of whether
such blunders are avoidable with proper direction, proper
precautions, and proper training. An attempt is made to
recognise significant problems which do arise, and to show
how these problems have been anticipated and met in a given
typical situation.
Intelligence test data are not as yet considered a
safe, single criterion by which to form homogeneous groups
(109: 2o2). The intelligence test is a tool which helps
in the recognition of individual differences. Grouping
of classes is not homogeneous until as many factors as
possible have been taken into consideration. Health,
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intelligence , academic achievements of the past and pres-
ent* social backgrounds, manual and other skills, beha-
viors, all have their contributions to make. Intelligence
test results are only one of many factors, but these
results "are of value in classifying pupils in accordance
with their natural intelligence, or ability to learn",
3ays the National Research Council (ll^i 27) • Dickson
writes that "Evidence thus far presented has emphasized
the mental age as the most important single criterion in
determining the grade location of a child in school.
Such mental age has been determined by intelli-
gence test" (32: 30, Sec. 4). Thorndike reports that
"hour for hour, or dollar for dollar, the psychological
test for intellect is preferable to conventional tests for
scholarship. The psychological test measures
ability more, and promise more, and schooling less, than
achievement tests" (96: 102). It was the experience of
Fordyce in a Lincoln School Study that "correlations be-
tween intelligence test results and teacher estimates were
sufficiently high to indicate that it i3 possible for one
to discover by means of mental, tests along with the grades
and estimates of teachers such capacities as are essential
in determining the proper grading and promotion of pupils".
(36: 43). Accordingly, the beginnings of homogeneous
groupings are assumed to be safely made from data carefully
obtained from intelligence td-sts , this data being supple-
f
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mented by health records, teachers' marks, and any other
available authentic records of achievement or behavior.
a.
The major goal of
A
testing program has been the discovery,
in the most objective way possible, of information which
will lead to better understanding of the individual child,
and thence to better adaptations to his found needs.
Such a program demands skilled leadership, careful and
thorough training of those who administer the tests, wise
collation and interpretation of data, thorough understand-
ings of meanings on the part of all concerned. There
mu3t be willingness to accept the facts as found, and to
act promptly in accordance with these facts. This is not
a matter of purchase of test material, experimenting with
a test, and boasting of having a new frill in the system.
It is a matter of careful research, skilfully planned
work, and problem thinking on the part of all*
The study leads to the finding of values of an intel-
ligence test program, in terms of expense in time, labor,
and money, as checked against compensations.
£b& frftPiB SLL study:
The school system of Belmont, Massachusetts, furnished
a typical situation, and was made available for study from
September, 1926, to June, 1929* Belmont is a suburb of
Boston, a rapidly-growing residential town with a popula-
tion of 18,000. The population consists of two leading
elements, the well-to-do American-born , and the progressive
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Italian. There is a negligible number of other national-
ities. Table 1 shows the number of pupils in the schools
during the three years of the study.
Table 1
School Enrollments in Belmont
number
of
Schools
Schools
Roll
In 1926
Roll
In 1927
Roll
In 1928
1 Senior High School 606 693 790
1 Junior High School 552 550 591
6 Grade Schools 2.166 2.229 2,387
Totals 3.323 3.472 3.768
There is an unusually large shift in school popula-
tion each year. Por the year 1927-28 the Superintendent
reported "33 -l/3/£ of the pupils in the elementary grades
moved away, and a larger number filled their places".
(Unpublished school data.)
The Elementary Schools contain kindergartens and
grades through VI; the Junior High School serves seventh
and eighth year pupils and a few ninth from an overflow
group at Senior High School; the Senior High School serves
ninth, tenth, eleventh, and twelfth year pupils, with a
few thirteenth year pupils who are taking special work.
Academic backgrounds of the teachers are shown in Table 2.
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Table 2
Preparation and Experience of Teacher Personnel
for the year 1927-28 in Belmont
Number of Teacher Years of
Schools Teachers Training Service
1 Senior High 29 Graduate of Range 1-37
University - 13
it of
College 12 Lied ian - 3
ii of Normal
3
ii of
Academy
1 Junior High 24 Graduate of
6University - Range 1-18
ii of
College P Median 2.5
ii of Normal
School 12
it of Trade
School
_1
6 Elementary 65 Graduate of
University - 2 Range 1-39
ii of
College 2 Median - 3
ii of Normal
50
H of Rg.
Training
School — ii
These factors influenced problems of the experiment:
previous test3 and organizer's time. For five years pre-
vious to the experiment there had been sporadic attempts
at measuring in these schools. The tests, as recorded
by the Superintendent, had included: Stanford Tests in
Achievement, 1925 t Various High School Subject Tests,

Dearborn test. 1921-1926, Wilson Survey Tests in Arithme-
tic, Courtis Standard Test3 in Arithmetic
,
Spelling Te3ts
"based on Ayre3» Spelling Lists, Test on Jones' Demons,
Kansas State Normal Tests, Burgess Silent Reading Te3t3,
Ayres 1 Reading Test, Munroe's Silent Reading Test,
Springfield Tests, Downey's Provisional Entrance Tests,
Brown Psychological Test, Terman Group Test, and Ayre3*
Handwriting Scale.
Practically no U3e was made of test findings; often
returns were left incompleted; the little material from
these tests, which was available in September, 1926, was
so erroneously scored and summarized as to be valueless.
Early in 1926, 2000 Stanford Achievement Tests v/ere attempt-
ed. The teachers, with little help, had found scoring
difficult and time-consuming, and the results, arrived at
in different ways, of questionable value. Material wa3
not all collected.
Superintendent Scott, in an unpublished thesis writ-
ten at Harvard Graduate School of Education in 1926 on
"A Testing Program Administered by Teachers", questioned:
"1. What i3 the best way of getting test work done
in time of service?
2. Does the giving and correcting of tests by
teachers and principals seriously interfere
with their use?
3. What administrative use 3 can be made of the
tests when completed?
4. What advantages has teacher-administration of
tests, over the giving by a person whose 3ole
duty it is to give tests?
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5» Does the attitude of the teacher "bear an impor-
tant ratio to the value of results?
6. Can teachers learn to substitute Standardised
test3 for tests of their own making?
7« Would a secretary for each building help solve
the problems of correcting and tabulating?
8. Do inaccuracies of teachers mar the work?"
He al3o asked: "Why not use the old test data? We have
so much of it which is doing us no good."
It was possible for the author, known throughout this
dissertation a3 organizer, to serve for only part time for
two of the three years of the study. This increased
clerical work for organizer and teachers, added to the
cost of postage, and lessened slightly the necessary per-
sonal contact of organiser and the schools • It did help
to stress the need for a full-time director of tests and
measurements.
The program wa3 planned for the purpose of arrnaging
better classification of pupil3, if possible, than existed
under the old age-grade scheme. In order that results
might function in better adaptations, it was necessary to
substitute a more wholesome attitude of teachers towards
tests and testing. This wa3 to be attempted through
detailed training of the teachers to administer test3 to
their pupils and to understand and use results.

CHAPTER III
SECURING COOPERATION AND UNDERSTANDING IE THE
DEVELOPMENT OF A TESTING PROGRAM
What general pian3 can be_ wo rked out?
The making of a workable plan presupposes the fact
that a competent leader, responsible to the superintendent,
is in charge. He is a person who not only knows and is
experienced in research, but is one who understands that
he is in charge of fact finding for the school system,
fact finding which may shape policy but which will not
make it nor administer it (78: 11), (26: 39).
Enough must be known of past testing and test expe-
riences to make future plans such as tot prevent recurrence
of waste. For example: if, as in the typical situation,
teacher attitude has been seriously warped in working long
hours at scoring tests without ample direction and assist-
ance, and with testing itself as the goal, then knowledge
of these facts will help in planning a new program in such
a way as to look towards counteraction of the old wasteful
methods. Hughes says, "The success of the research v/ill
depend, in large measure, on the ability of the director
to secure the cooperation of individuals and groups of
individuals in an attempt to solve problems"
(50: 13).
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A general survey of intelligence may "be instituted in
order to discover present conditions as 3hown by the tests
used, and from the data thus acquired to obtain material
which will determine future action. Objectives must be
presented in such a way that the workers will not lose
sight of larger purposes as the work goes on upon the more
or less mechanical details of the test program. It is
the consensus of reports of leading heads of research
departments (IX: Q3 , a and b) that it is worth while
for all concerned to attend a general meeting at which
objectives and purposes of a plan are carefully defined.
The giving of these objectives in mimeographed form may
help to fix teacher attention upon them. In Cleveland,
the mimeographed form, worked out in detail, suffices
(117).
The initial plan which was carried out in Belmont
was for teacher administration of intelligence test3 to
all pupils in the schools below Junior High School grad.e.
The objectives of the study, laid before all of the
teachers concerned, by the organiser at a general meet-
ing were these:
^"IX" refers to the chapter in which answers to the
nation-wide questionnaire are given.
MQ3, a and b" refer to the a and b questions under
question 3.
4
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(1) Health, physical, mental, and social, for each
individual pupil (as far a3 it is possible to
obtain it),
(2) Classification through specialized placing of the
individual child. This may
Reduce retardation;
Reduce co3ts due to retardation;
Prevent non-promotion;
Make teacher work easier;
Make for happiness of teacher and child;
Democratize the school.
(3) Closer contact of the individuals of all depart-
ments with the problems of the individual child
(4) Greater happiness of child and teacher from under-
standing and applying the "child first" principle.
(5) Scientific attitude of all.
Teachers need help in understanding each of these
points. It is economy to arrange for ample time for
explanation and teacher discussion of the points.
Since the testing wa3 to be administered by teachers,
the training of the teachers to give, score, and summarize
the particular te3ta to be used, became a necessary part
of the general plan. It was assumed that it would be
possible to give this training most satisfactorily on the
actual tasks on hand. Pintner 3hows two methods of
training graduate students to use group tests: one, a
study of the tests in logical order, with discussion, with
some practice, and with attempt to evaluate results; the
other, actual testing on a real situation. He finds that
"Whatever may have been lost in logical presentation and
%
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completenes3 of information about all the different group
tests was compensated for "by actual practice in giving
tests in real school situations, and by scoring tests and
tabulating results that were going to be used by the
schools". (74: 272).
The amount of clerical work to be done in connection
with the survey, and the adjustment of the clerical load
of a school system to include the added amount or the
employment of additional service, are also nece33ary parts
of the general plan. For estimates of amounts of cleri-
cal service required see Table 10 (IX: $7)» Added
clerical service includes correspondence, scoring and re-
scoring of tests, summarizing and tabulating of data,
making of classification lists and extra promotion list3,
card filing of data, and making of chart3
,
graphs, and
reports.
Size of school system, and size and organization of
research personnel his much bearing upon the method of
detailed work upon a test program (IX: Q5)» Vfhen a sur-
vey is instituted the leader plans , or delegates the
planning, of what tests are to be given, who is to give
them, how and when they are to be given; sets the time
and place for centralization of returns; and arranges
other details necessary to the proper staging of the pro-
gram and collection of data.
Very early, plan3 are needed for record forms and
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files which will protect the data and expedite its later
use, especially use for classification. Making the files
easily accessible to the users is of importance.
Beyond the planning of a survey little can "be done
until survey results are available for study and interpre-
tation. Thorough study and careful interpretation of the
data yield material which outlines classifications and
indicates the needs for future plans and work.
wliat tests shall, be given?
In a study made by Root it is assumed that "Binet
tests constitute the truest estimate of intelligence in so
far as tests go. This may not always be the case with
older (college) students, but probably no one will take
exception to the assumption that with children up to fif-
teen or sixteen years of age » the Binet te3t constitutes
the best single test estimate of the intelligence that
can be made M (76: 286). The administration of Binet
tests to large numbers is expensive in time, and in skill
nece33ary for the examiner. Group intelligence te3ts
offer mean3 of testing large numbers at a considerable
saving of time, with less demand upon the examiner. The
question then becomes "What group tests shall be used?
Dick3on gives the es3ential3 of a good group test as:
It must "contain a large variety of mental problems".
It must "show a graduated scale of difficulty in each
type of exercise".
4
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It mu3t "provide sufficient opportunity for differen-
tiation between lower and higher mentality, so that the
different grades of subjects, from the very superior
through the average group to the very inferior , will each
be separated from the others rather definitely in the
final scores obtained" • Such standardization should be
mad.e through the analysis of data from thousands of cases*
"The procedure for giving and scoring the test must
be mechanical, permitting no element of personality to
enter.
"
"There must be some provision made whereby, if the
test is given during successive years, it is freed from
the element of coaching."
It must be "so arranged that it can be given within
reasonable limits of time" (33: 43-44).
Irwin and Marks utilize "three criteria which a group
te3t must satisfy in order to qualify for school classifi-
cation:
1. It shall have diagnostic value over a wide range
of intelligence.
2. It shall be simple and easy to give and 3core.
3. It shall have reliable norms made on a large
number of cases" (51: 55 )•
Trabue advises the use of the most reliable and most
valid tests. If more than one test is to be used, then
tests should be comp.arable (102: 425).
V
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Granting that the Binet Test is the truest single
means of estimate of intelligence, then "the correlation
of any mass test with the Binet Te3t becomes of immense
importance in estimating the value of the former"
(76: 286).
Publishers of tests furnish lists of tests which con-
form to Dickson ! s essentials, and which meet the three
criteria of Irv/in and Marks. Such studies as Orleans on
The ITature of Difficulty (71) » Bailor on Content and Form
in Tests of Intelligence (6) , Cunningham on The Prognostic
Value of a Primary Group Te3t (30) , Goodenough on Measure-
ment of Intelligence by Drawings (46), Jones on Effect of
Age and Experience on Tests of Intelligence (53) » and
Vincent on A Study of Intelligence Test Elements (103)»
imply that newer tests will come nearer to meeting accept-
able criteria.
An annotated list of group intelligence test3 is pub-
lished by the Rational Society for the Study of Education
(108: 93-H3K Torgerson lists tests published in 1928
(101: 376-381). Selection from the lists may well be made
at present the basis of correlation with Binet results.
In the typical situation, test3 were selected first
for kindergartens and grades one, two, and three. Age
grade data of former years had shown that grade two pre-
sented a large retardation problem, and there was proba-

bility that organized testing in earlier grades and at
least one grade following the second, might throw light
on the retardation situation* The test3 chosen were:
For kindergartens, Detroit Kindergarten, and
Pintner-Cunningham Primary
Intelligence, Form A.
Por Grades one, Detroit Kindergarten, Detroit
First Grade, Pintner-Cunningham
Primary Intelligence, Form A.
For Grades two, Detroit First Grade, Pintner-
Cunningham Primary Intelligence,
Form A, Haggerty Intelligence,
Delta Z«
For Grades three, Haggerty Intelligence, Delta I,
Since group tests were to be used and since the test-
ing was to be administered by newly trained teachers, a
record of two or three tests in each grade was considered
necessary. The tests chosen gave the kindergarten pupils
the advantage of having one individual and one group test.
Only one test wa3 used in the initial survey in Grade III,
because Grade III would later be given National Intelli-
gence Te3ts.
Dougherty has made a Comparative Study of Nine- Group
Tests of Intelligence for Primary Grades, in the schools
of Baltimore, Maryland. By means of a system of ranking
of correlations of the nine tests vrith the Binet test3
,
she shows that certain tests give greater satisfaction in
the matter of ranking the children by a group test than
others, with the Binet as standard.
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"For Kindergarten: Pintner-Cunningham is best.
For Fir3t Grade: Detroit comes first, then
Pintner-Cunningham.
For Second Grade: Pintner-Cunningham.
For Third Grade: Haggerty, Delta I." (34: 106-107)
Table 3 shows Dougherty's correlations of the chosen
test3, with Binet Tests,
Table 3
Dougherty's Correlations with Einet Test Results
For Kindergar ten :
First Criterion 50 Pintner-Cunningham,
r = .803 with P.E. = .034 and I - K = .404
Second Criterion 186 Pintner-Cunningham,
r = .944 with P.E. = .006 and I - K = .6?0 (34: 33)
For Grade One :
First Criterion 50 Detroit,
r = .792 with P.E. = .036 and I - K = .390
First Criterion 50 Pintner-Cunningham,
r = .720 with P.E, = .046 and I - K = .306
Second Criterion 136 Pintner-Cunningham,
r = .887 witii^P.E. = .011 and I - K = .538
Second Criterion 186 Detroit,
r = .822 with P.E. = .016 and I - K = .431 (34: 39)
For Second Grade:
First Criterion 50 Pintner-Cunningham,
r = .607 with P.E. = .060 and I - K = .205
Second Criterion 235 Pintner-Cunningham,
r = .810 with P.E. = .015 and I - K = .414 (34: 50)
For Third Grade
:
Fir3t Criterion 50 Haggerty.
r = .568 with P.E. - .065 and I - K = .177
Second Criterion 2C4 Haggerty,
r = .627 with P.E. = .029 and I - K = .221 (34: 59)
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This table io read: According to the first criterion,
tests of 50 children, the coefficient of correlation of
the Pintner-Cunningham Primary Llental Test with the Einet
Tests is .803 with probable error of .034. The measure
I - K indicates the improvement in estimate by a test over
estimate by chance, which in this test is .404.
Pintner and Cunningham record coefficients of corre-
lation of their Primary Mental Test with Stanford Revision
of Einet Tests as .71 in kindergarten with 20 cases; and
as .82 in grade one with 19 cases. "The probable error
of a, score has been found to be 2 points. This shows the
test to be very reliable" (72: 3).
Pintner shows a coefficient of correlation between
Detroit and Pintner-Cunningham scores of .67* This was
derived from tests of 108 pupils (74: 55) •
Stenquist has used Pintner-Cunningham a.nd Detroit
First Grade Tests for large numbers in Ealtimore for sev-
eral semesters (8l: 79).
Haggerty has submitted his Delta I Examination to
statistical treatment for the determination of reliability.
The correlation between the standing in the tests given
six v,reeks apart to 100 children of Grades one and two was
.787 (Pearson)." (48: 54). In an unpublished letter to
the organizer Haggerty states: "Different groups yield
coefficients for Delta I Examination from .68 to .78 with
Einet.

On the "basis of correlation figures the tests planned
for the first three grades in Belmont were highly reliable.
The choice of a single routine test to he given late
in the first year for grades from three through six,
which should "be reliable and thorough-go ing , lay between
Haggerty Intelligence Examination, Delta II, and the
National Intelligence Tests, Scale A, Form 1. Cattell
finds a correlation coefficient of .85 for the Haggerty
Intelligence Examination, Delta II, with the Stanford
Revision of the Binet (25: 4-41), Haggerty 1 3 figures for
the same relationship are .84 -k. .18 (4-7: 275)« Root
gives the coefficient of correlation for national Intel-
ligence Tests, Scale A, Form 1, with the Binet as .86 to
•72 (76: 289). Two factors caused the choice of the
National Test: first, the fact that so many of the pupils
of Grade three ranked above and below the norms for the
Haggerty Intelligence Examination, Delta I, made for dis-
saticfaction with a Haggerty Test among teachers who desired
"more definite measure"; second, the national Intelligence
Test is given and scored more easily (£l: 56) •
In summary, tests should be chosen which meet the
known criteria of good tests, particularly in the matter
of having been standardized through use with large num-
bers, and in the matter of reliability. Choice between
equally valuable tests may be influenced by some local con-
dition. Thorndike sees great possibilities of improvement
r•
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in teste and testing when "school authorities show their
appreciation "by taking the trouble to find out which tests
are the "best and to U3e them" (97: 349).
How can the teache r be brought into the plan?
It is possible for certain teachers who have had
careful practice and training under guidance to administer
intelligence tests. Some directors of tests go so far
as to imply that unless a teacher can do such testing and
interpret results in terms of needed teaching, she is not
the right teacher for the times. (IX: Q4). In other
words, measurement is an integral part of the new educa-
tion, and a teacher must needs understand its administra-
tion and its import in order to rightly teach. Haggerty
considers that "teachers will never have an adequate appre-
ciation of the significance of intelligence or of the part
it plays in the education of children until they learn to
give intelligence examinations and to interpret the results
of the tests. They should learn, through actual expe-
rience in giving and scoring tests, how great the differ-
ences of intelligence among children of the same age really
are. Only when they deal with concrete cases measured in
definite terms will they be able to direct their school
work so as to secure the best results" (48: 8). "We
have come to the point in the development of methods of
testing intelligence where a good teacher can safelj' admin-
ister the tests. The average teacher cannot be expected
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to make adequate psychological diagnosis of complicated
cases", out "an intelligent teacher can be quickly taught
to give and score the kind of tests described". (Haggerty
Intelligence Examination, Deltas I and II,) (48: 8-9.)
Testing by means of standardized tests removes the
good teacher temporarily from her habitual routine teach-
ing, and permits her to set the situation and tratch
reactions of the child entirely according to his own abil-
ity. Right testing puts the child first, and places the
teacher in a position to observe. The teacher's attitude,
during the testing at least, must be scientific. Upon
the teacher's ability to make the change from leader and
helper to observer depends much of the success of her
teaching.
Teacher administration of tests also does away with
a former notion of measurement as uncomfortable pressure
from above upon the teacher, pressure which was thought
to result in little of value. Close cooperation in a
test program makes the teacher a share-holder, and a
3harer in the dividends from the program.
The involving of many teachers in the test program
tends to strengthen cooperation, for it places all at work
on a task which promises to be worth while. According
to Lialler, it is better to thus foster cooperation rather
than competition (63: 163 ).
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Clerical work, involving scoring, re -checking, and
summarizing of data for their own class tests can be done
by teachers, with no greater burden than is attendant
upon the reading and grading of essay type examinations.
The copying of final test data for office records can be
done by teachers. If this work can be done by trained,
clerical service, it is probably most satisfactory.
In cities supporting research bureaus, skilled clerical
service i3 available. The smaller city or town is
obliged to train and utilize teacher service until the
need for extra clerical help becomes apparent.
The experience of some directors leads them to be-
lieve that teachers should not administer intelligence
tests, that these tests should be given by trained, expe-
rienced examiners only (IX: Q4) . There are directors
who, with reason, decry inaccuracies of teacher clerical
work. Need for supplementary data on the matter of
teacher administration of intelligence tests, and of
teacher clerical service is evident, but the evidence of
this study is that teachers can be trained to coflperate
to the advantage of all concerned.
For two years, in the typical situation, teachers
administered group intelligence tests, after they had been
trained and guided by the organizer. Teachers scored the
tests for their own, or neighboring classes, summarized
the class data, and recorded much of the data upon office
•
forms. The table of Organizer's Time and Labor (Table
10), however, shows seemingly excessive hours during the
first year spent in re-check and correction of teacher
errors. As the re -checks and corrections were carefully
reviewed with individual teachers and with groups, it is
reasonable to infer that much of the time so spent was
invested in possibilities of better work in the future.
It was a necessary part of a program leading to coopera-
tion and understanding by teachers.
The teacher's service in the program has been that
of tester and recorder. As she has worked she has ms.de
discoveries of individual differences which make for bet-
ter understanding of the child as well as of the facts
behind classification.
I•
CHAPTER IV
HOW RAPIDLY AHD HOYiT CAB TEACHERS BE TRAINED TO
ADMINISTER GROUP I ITTELL IGE1TCE TESTS?
Coburn, in answer to the question: "Our>ht teachers
to be entrusted to administer intelligence tests?" says
"Practically, some teachers ought never to be entrusted
to give intelligence tests. Theoretically, any real
teacher should be able to do it". (IX: Q4-) This im-
plies disparity between theory and practice. Whether the
disparity is as great as it seems, is as yet an open ques-
tion. That "the classroom teacher should test, provided
the work is not too burdensome" is the decision of Stenquis
(8l: 86) Right training, and patient, careful guidance
will do much towards creating the interest, the understand-
ing, the desire to do the work correctly, the observer
-
attitude instead of the instructor-attitude,— all of which
are necessary to successful testing. (3»4»5) Any real
teacher should be able to do the testing under careful
guidance. Terman emphasizes the need for teacher admin-
istration of both educational and intelligence tests,
but he stresses the necessity for supervision by one of
long experience in testing and in the interpretation
of test data. (86: 291) Kohs reports a study made by
Goddard at the Vineland laboratory, in which very careful
-37-
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work was done in checking the Binet Test-learning of 58
inexperienced teachers. Ninety per cent of the work of
the student testers was sufficiently accurate for all
practical purposes, (57) The success of the student
testers was due in no snail measure to the painstaking
guidance of Goddard.
The rapidity with which teachers can "be trained to
administer a given group intelligence test depends upon
several factors: (l) Previous knowledge and experience
of the teacher with standard tests; (2) Attitude of the
teacher towards the test work; (3) Ability of the teacher
to assume, temporarily at least, scientific attitude;
(4) Available time for leader and teachers to meet for
study together; (Size of system and organization of
measurement personnel has important bearing upon this
point. The small system has the advantage of opportu-
nity for closer contact between director and teacher-
tester.) (5) Ability of the leader to foresee the diffi-
culties and possibilities of error in the given test, and
to train the teachers to avoid these difficulties and
errors.
The Belmont teacher-testers had had some previous
experience with testing, though results had been unsatis-
factory. They attended a general meeting at which
objectives were set up. They were eager to learn and to
do the work well. They were requested to study the manual
•
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and the test before coming to the special training meeting.
This special meeting of an hour and a half in length was
given by organizer and teachers concerned, to intensive
study of the one test in prospect. The special meeting
was purposely set for the afternoon just before the test
was to be given. At the meeting, the organizer gave the
tent to the teachers, that the teachers might get the
"feel" of taking it. The teachers scored their papers,
and summarized the data, as the summary sheets required
it, all under guidance. Attention was directed to dif-
ficult parts of the test, to the necessity for using only
the words of the manual, to the importance of accuracy in
timing, to the requirement that the tester "keep away"
from the child, giving him no aid whatever by look or act.
Teachers seized upon opportunity for discussion. Each
teacher "tried the test 01 some child that evening, and
brought her questions from the trial to the principal the
next morning before school. There was advantage in hav-
ing the training period for each test , thus brief and
intensive, and on the evening preceding the testing.
Directions were remembered, and the spirit of the meeting
rather than the spirit of former testing carried over into
the next day's testing. Every test blank was re -checked
and returned to the teacher for study. Criticisms and
any evident errors were marked in red. The training for
each test was conducted in a similar way at a single
special meeting.
4
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The training which the Baltimore teacher-testers ex-
perience, consists of: (l ) Observing the test given by a
trained mental examiner; (2) Discussing and reviewing the
procedure; (3) Actual trial of giving the test under
trained observation; and (4) Critical review. Then tests
are given and re-checked, and X, Y, Z classifications made
from data thus obtained. This is probably typical pro-
cedure. It is common observation (81 : 79) that the inter-
play of the personalities concerned with the test program,
has much to do with attitudes which make for success or
failure,
What are the probl em outcomes of the first testing?
To the organizer falls the responsibility of massing
the data, and making interpretations from them in the light
of added contributions from teacher and principal,
Teagarden shows that there must be critical evaluation of
the test ratings; and that interpretation, in order to
be of real value, must be made in the light of common
sense knowledge of teacher and principal, (84) If the
organizer is trained and experienced as he must be, his
immediate problems after interpretation are concerned with
how best to quickly set the found facts at work in the
school system where they will give the best service.
Problems a, b and c arose in the Belmont situation.
Problem a . How can the data be returned t£ the
teacher, in order to be of immediate service?
!
It i3 possible to graph returns for schools, chart
them, and present them at teachers' meetings; they can be
mimeographed and sent to the principals or teachers. The
best use of teachers* time, as far as majiy meetings are
concerned, is worthy of serious consideration. "Whether
principals may be entrusted to make returns to the teach-
ers, depends upon the previous experience of principals
with test work, and upon the administrative organisation.
Whether the individual teacher, who ordinarily has little
practical experience with graphs and statistics, will get
from a presentation of data to a group of teachers as
much as she could get from some simple, more easilj'- under-
stood presentation of the data immediately concerning her
and her pupils, is the question. Whether a busy teacher
will give mimeographed material the proper share of her
attention, is also a question. It might be ideal if the
organiser could carry to each teacher personally the
returns from her work, at a time when question and discus-
sion are possible. ordinarily time and sise of system
would not permit the use of this method.
In the Belmont study a simple summary was devised,
whose purpose was to center teacher attention upon the
relative position of each pupil in her class, as shown by
the particular test under consideration; and also upon
the groups which appeared to be present in her class.
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The "bar graph yielded itself best to the need for a form
which could "bear the initials of each pupil. Bars con-
taining the initials of pupils in the high group were
colored green, in the low group, red, and in the central
group were left uncolored. (See Charts I, II and III)
This form and coloring were used for the initial report
to the teacher from each test. With the report went a
letter to the teacher asking her to keep the graphs within
easy reach, and to note from time to time each child's
position within his group. When several tests were given
to the dame pupils, the teacher was asked to note similarity
of results for each individual child and to compare these
test results with her own judgment of the child'3 ability
as shown by daily contacts. The teacher was asked to keep
the child's location in mind especially if he offered
problems to which this matter of intelligence quotient
might be a contributing element. In other words, the
teacher was asked to accept the findings of the tests not
as infallible labels heaxled "IQ," for indiscriminate use,
but as one more set of contributory facts which might help
upon occasion towards a better understanding of an indi-
vidual child in a problem situation. Charts I, II, III
show typical returns to a teacher of Grade two from three
gruup intelligence tests. The making of the graphs for
each teacher for each test was time-consuming. In terms
of teacher understanding which came from the use of the
graph 3 , it was time well invested. Teachers began to
*
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discuss a child's ability in terms of test results as com-
pared with teacher judgment or with some behavior of the
child. The child and his right placing and adjustment
became the center of thought * Teachers very early ques-
tioned whether curricular material was right for the
pupils of their different groups.
An answer for Problem a, as derived from the experi-
ence in Belmont, is: The data must be in simple, easily
understood form, which will call the attention of each
teacher to the placement of the individual pupilB of her
room.
Various summarizing charts have been devised a,nd
found valuable for their particular purposes. Among
these are the Allen Class Personnel Charts in use in
Providence, the Everly Charts in use in St. Paul, the
Baltimore Teacher's Class Analysis Chart, (8l) and the
Witham Clascification Charts used in Wilmington, Delaware.
Problem b . What office record of test results is
needed?
Each school system has developed its plan of office
record of pupil data. In the larger cities which support
research bureaus, very systematically planned and well-
worked out systems of filing, take care of the data. In
smaller cities with a lesser organization, there is need
of centralization of school data on the individual pupil.

There are two methods of centralisation in practice; one
calls for separate files for health records, for subject
report cards, for conduct records , for tests results, etc.,
all of which are available in the principal's office; the
other calls for cumulative file of all of the data con-
cerning the pupil in one place, and that place is at the
school where he is a pupil. There is need for considera-
tion of "both methods as to practicability in a given
situation.
The Baltimore Packet provides a single unit which
follows the pupil from school to school. It contains,
in card form, reports of school achievements, of tests,
of guidance material, physical records, psychiatric report,
etc. Stenquist demonstrated the packet in an illustrated
address given at Schoolmen's \7eek, University of Pennsyl-
vania, March 22, 1$>28. (83) The Yeoman's Envelope is
in use in Revere, Massachusetts. The envelope contains
all card and test data for the individual pupil a.nd bears
printed headings for a comprehensive summary on the out-
side of the envelope.
In the Belmont study each principal maintains a file
for physical records , one for academic and attendance
records, another for test records, etc. This arrangement
is based upon necessary use made of the cards by school
physician, teacher, director of tests, and others. Each
person needs thus to handle only the cards of the depart-
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ment with which he is concerned. There is evidence that
ease of finding data, (the department method), is more
than counterbalanced by good to the child which comes from
each worker having immediate access to the entire case
story (the individual method). There is not ample pro-
vision as yet for centralising the complete records of
the individual child.
The cumulative record of test results calls for a
card upon which is recorded name and birth date of pupil,
school and grade, test taken, date of test, chronological
age when test was taken, score on the test, median score
made by his class, standard score for his group, mental
age, IQ,, scholarship (a teacher rating). Space for other
data which may be needed later. This is far from ideal,
but has proved a valuable first form. Such form is needed
as will preserve a summary record of successive tests in
a way that maices observation of pupil progress possible.
The actual test booklets contain much valuable information
which should be filed within easy access and should be
used by the teacher. The responses to the separate ques-
tions of a test call the teacher's attention to the indi-
vidual differences of her pupils, while the summary data
may give only relative positions of her pupils for classi-
ficatory purposes. The item argues for teacher testing
and interpretation under guidance.
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Problem c. Given the data from a test program , how
can classif i cat ions be made? What is the next step?
This is the point at which much former work with tests
stopped. It is the point at which those who are inter-
preting the data must realize the dangers of mechanization,
and must keep in mind that no individual child can "be
wisely judged from the figures which he produces upon any
one test alone. Lundberg reports the first attempt at
classification in Flint, Michigan, as based upon three
factors: intelligence, educational age, and teacher's
marks on general school achievement. At present he is
inclined to "disregard teachers' ratings, using a composite
percentile rank from several tests". (62: l) Any scheme
of classification must make due allowance for elasticity
of placement of individuals in the light of each bit of
a,dded data. This is also the point at which teachers
need time to work with their pupils, comparing teacher
judgment with test results. Much understanding comes
from such comparison i f time is given to think and work
it over; much undue criticism of test results can develop
if teachers are forced to accept test results as better
than their judgments, and are hurried on to the next chap-
ter of the test study.
Dickson at Berkeley and Oakland found that "no rule
could regulate the classification of a school according

to the capacity of pupil3 to learn; no two schools can be
treated exactly alike; the machinery must be subject to
constant adjustment". He says that "to attempt to define
what shall be done has a tendency to make for mechanical
treatment of children, while what must be kept uppermost
is that the individual needs of each child should be met
as nearly a3 possible". (94: 35) If ability to do the
work is the real criterion for classification, then mental
age, as 3hown by intelligence test3, should give sound
basis for placement. (64: 21-22) The general plan for
placement was: "mental age to determine grade placement,
intelligence quotient to determine the group within the
grade", both of which were interpreted in the light of
"health and scholarship data available". Ho general re-
classification was attempted the first year though many
individual pupils were adjusted in accordance with the
findings, upon teacher request. The tests referred to
in Chapter II were given early in the year to kindergar-
tens and the first three grades. National Intelligence
Tests, Scale A, Form 1, were given to grades from three
through six in I.Iay, in order that grade placement in
September, 1927 » might be ma.de upon the basis of objective
measures combined with, teacher judgment of scholarship.
Te3t results and teacher judgment agreed surprisingly.
Eight pupils, outstandingly wrongly placed, were adjusted
that fir3t year. They were pupil 3 whom the te3ts found
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capable of doing a higher grade of work; and, though
teacher judgment opposed the advance placing, they have
inaiitained their high placement with better conduct and
scholarship ratings.
Pupils may enter the kindergartens of Belmont at the
chronological age of four years and five months. This
makes the median age for Grade seven months younger than
is the acceptable age in most American cities, though
Belmont's neighbor Boston doe3 admit pupil3 to first Grade
at five years of age. The problem of right criteria
for school entrance is still only partially solved.
Washburne uses the average of chronological age and mental
age, admitting if this average is five. He thinks that
the social criterion makes mental age alone inadvisable.
(104)
Jirst, grade placements were listed in readiness for
September entrance, on the basis of mental age. Each
pupil's test card wa3 studied, during the summer t for
proper grouping, A, B, or C, within the grade. This
involved IQ, and teachers * marks in conduct and scholar-
ship. Table 4 shows the test data of one case each of
low, middle, and high cases:
BOSTON UNIVERSITY
COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS
LURARY
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Table 4
Test Data of three Typical Cases
Case Test Date
—
Grade Chron.
Age
Score
.......
Med. Score Standard
for
Group
MA 1$ Conduct
— .—
Scholarship
I Girl Binet-Siraon 1925 Kg .A 5-11 5- 6 93 D C
Detroit First Grade 11/ '26 II B 7- 5 37 40 53 6- 8 90 C- B-
Pintner-Cunningham P. M.12/ '26 II B 7- 6 31 33 41 7- 1 94 C- B-
Haggerty A 1 12/ '26 II B 7- % 46 37D 1 60.5 6- 8 89 c- B-
II Boy 3inet -Simon 1926 Kg.B 5- 3 5- 2 98 B B
Detroit Kindergarten ll/ 1 26 I B 5-10 19 15 25 5- 7 96 B B
Detroit First Grade 12/»26 I B 5-11 28 26 41 5-11 100 . B B
Pintner -Cunningham P .M . 12/ 1 26 I B 5-11 21.5 21 31 6- 1 102 B B
III Girl Detroit Pirst Grade 11/' 26 II 6- 8 57 49 - 53 8- 3 124 A A+
Pintner -Cunn ingham P .M . 12/ ' 26 II 6- 9 54 40 . 48 9- 133 A A+
Haggerty A 1 12/«26 II 6- 9 88 60.5 60.5 10+ above norms

It will be noted that two of these ca3es had been
given Binet-Simon test previous to this study. This was
the work of the State Clinic, so was retained as valuable
data. In general, case3 whose IQ,*s were near the 100
mark varied little from test to test. At the extremes
of the distribution there wa3 more variation.
Summary distributions from each test showed a ri3e in
the curve at and above the 120 IQ point, and another riae
at the 80 to 90 IQ, point. The high were pupils from
capable parents and favored environment. (91: 12) The
80 to 90 group were largely of Italian parentage. This
suggested to the teachers questions as to how much weight
language bore in the testing. Llead 3hows that group tests
do not yield fair ratings for such foreign children.
(66: 468). A group of Summer Session students at Boston
University assisted in the study of the individual data.
Otherwise it could not have been so thoroughly reviewed.
Their notes on the three cases cited in Table 4 were as
follows:
Case I is apparently functioning below the middle
of her group. Haggerty A 1 test is prob-
ably not as satisfactory in low grade two
as it is in a higher grade. The conduct
difficulty should be investigated. Is
basis for this to be found in the health
record? She is slightly old for the
grade. If correction of this conduct can
be made , 3he is probably well placed in a
B or low B section. Perhaps right place-
ment may correct the conduct difficulty.
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Case II is at just about the mid-point of the B
group. The fact that the Pintner-
Cunningham test involves language less
than the other tests taken, may account
for the 3lightly higher mark in that
te3t. Properly placed in a B group.
Case III is slightly young for the grade, and 3core3
high on all tests. Conduct mark is not
quite up to scholarship. Is she finding
work a little too easy? YVhy not try her
in Grade three?
Cards of cases about which there was question were kept
in separate file, and the placement made after consulta-
tion with principal, school physician, school nurse, or
teacher. All A and C group cases were thoroughly
studied. Eleven cases were noted as needing further
clinic diagnosis.
Y/hen the classifications are actually made a certain
amount of parental questioning develops. Belmont parents
were very reasonable when they understood a little of the
meaning of better classification. The contact of parents
with the schools is closer in the smaller community.
Bek er of Detroit finds this no problem at all, as "measure-
ment is counted an internal device of the school system".
(IX: Q,b) Size of city probably has much to do with the
distance between parents and the school administration.
Classifications may safely be made on the basis of
te3t data. a3 modified by other available information.
No classification can be permanent. A3 the child changes
or grow3 , or as any new factors enter his school life, the
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question of right clasaification a-gain becomes paramount.
Teachers can be trained rather quickly to administer
group intelligence tests if they are fairly intelligent,
and are guided to an open-minded attitude tov/ard3 the
testing and its resulting problems. Their interest in
individual pupils during and after the making of classi-
fications i3 guarantee against mechanization of the clas-
sifications. Their attitudes and interests in individ-
uals creates the necessary elasticity of classifications,
provided the administration has the same desirable atti-
tudes and interests.
<
CHAPTER V
HOW RAPIDLY CAN ALL TEACHERS AND PUPILS OF A SCHOOL SYSTEM
BE INCLUDED III THE PROGRAM OF TESTING AND CLASSIFICATION?
The question when put to the teot in practice,
resolves itself into: How rapidly can all teachers^ pjf a
school system accept the newer aims of education and come
to realize values to be obtained from obj ec tive measures ,
enough to wish to share in their use and in their results?
And how quic kly^ can the necessary coop erations be
i
brought
about s^o that all pupils may be included in the program?
The advice of Allen and Stenquist, written in unpub-
lished letters to the organizer, is that an intelligence
or educational test program must grow along with the felt
need for it. If teachers of a particular building still
cling to the older objectives of education and do not see
values in the program, and do not wish to share in it,
or do show inclination to oppose the movement, that school
or building may be omitted from the program. Initial
work may begin in a small way among those who at least
wish to find out its values, perhaps in one school only.
The testing work, as started in Belmont, has brought even
the skeptical to the point of wishing to try it out.
The administrators of Junior and Senior High Schools
were somewhat conservative in attitude towards a test

program when the program was instituted. Back of this
conservatism lies the natural difficulty of the high
school in shifting from the old historically founded,
subj ect-centered view point to the new pupil-centered
ideal. Accordingly , the initial survey was carried on
in grades "below the Junior High School. The giving of
the National Intelligence Tests, Scale A, Form 1, to
pupils of grades six in May of 1927 gave test ratings to
pupils who were to enter Junior High School in September.
The new administration in Junior High School grouped the
entering class in 1927 on the basis of the test data with-
out making explanation of the grouping to the teachers.
Often through the school year teachers of grades seven
remarked the evenness of their classes in ability, and the
greater ease than formerly in the teaching of the group.
In May, 1928, the giving of the National Intelligence Tests
Scale A, Form 2, in all grades six furnished data for
classification of a second entering group in Junior High
School. The same "evenness of ability, and ease of teach-
ing" followed. By the end of the second year's work with
the more homogeneous groups, the teachers were v/on to the
side of ability grouping, and asked to know more of the
tests and testing.
In the mean time the master of the Senior High School,
through a special study, became interested in Terman and
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Dearborn Intelligence Tests, and administered those te3t3
in several classes where there were known to be pupils
needing vocational adjustment. By the end of the third
year, with the assistance of the new full time Director
of Tests and Lleasurements , each pupil of Senior High School
had taken an intelligence te3t and the data from the tests
were recorded in the office file. It is probable that a
fourth year will show added use of and interest in the
data on the part of the Senior High School faculty. Table
5" shows a successful matching of ability and accomplish-
ment which is to be expected of pupils of superior or very
superior ability. The fact that these pupils can and are
doing this successful work in the field of language,
mathematics, and science agrees with Terman'o findings in
his studies of the gifted. (89: 285)
Ros3' study shows significant correlation between
composites of grade school factors and high school success.
(77) In Hay, 1929* a tally was made of the aatual repeat-
ing which had been done during the school life of the
Senior High School pupils. Sixty-four of the 819 pupils
had repeated one or more years , and had yearly records of
good health. Scholarship or conduct, or both, were fail-
ing in High School. This had been recently recognized,
and manual training, printing, domestic science, and sewing
were added to the curriculum. Table 6 shows the wisdom
of the move, in that the slow pupil3 succeeded in the less
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academic program. It wa3 enlightening to find upon the
administration of intelligence tests, that the ability of
all but three of the 64 fell between IQ's 73 and 97.
Those three were between 100 and 115 • were social
problems outside of school. The "80 to 90" group prob-
lem which the tests show in the early grades in Belmont
is apparently still a problem in Senior High School years.
Curriculum adaptations are bringing in a success element
which is desirable. This is in keeping with O'Brien'3
study in which he found the highest per cent of failure
among those studying mathematics, Latin, and German.
(70) Data of this kind will attract a teacher's atten-
tion. If heads of research departments attempt to force
the use of tests faster than the understanding and inter-
est of the teachers is growing, discussion and opposition,
rather than desire to find and utilize the facts is invited.
The nature of the standard tests is such that pupils, after
taking one test, look forward eagerly to the time when
another may be taken. There is no difficulty in getting
pupils to fulfill their part of the test program.
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Table 5
Record of Ability, Health, Conduct and Scholarship
of Six Pupils
V/hose Ability Tests Highest in 1928
in each of the four classes
,
Belmont Senior High School
Grades Sex Years IQ, Health Conduct
Advanced
,
Sc
#1 IX B 1 121 Good A
#2 X G 1 14-7 Good A
#3 XI B 1 131 Good A
#4 XII B 1 . 157 Good A B+
7?5 XII B 1 145 Good A-
#6 XII G 1 141 Good A
Table 6
Records of 18 High School Pupils who have repeated at least
Grades Sex Years Repeated IQ, Health Conduct
During
School Life Sc.
#1 IX B 1 91 Good D
t
2 IX B 1 73 Good D
IX G 2 90 Good D
#4 IX G 1 95 Good C
X B 1 97 Good B
X G 2 88 Good B-
% X G 2 86 Good B+X B 1 86 Good D
#9 X B 2 88 Good A
#10 X B 3 90 Good B
#11 X B 1 86 Good B-
#12 VA G 1 86 Good B
#13 XI B 2 81 Good A
#14 XI B 1 91 Good B
#15 XI G 3 81 Good B+
#16 XI B 2 87 Good B
#17 XI B 2 82 Good C
#13 XII B 1 93 Good B
Complete data was not available for the other 43 repeaters.
The incomplete data imply that the 18 cases tabulated are
typical. Success in the more practical subjects followed
the facing of failure in the more 3chola3tic subjects.
Subj ec t Ratings
Hist. Eng. Lat. ffr. Math. Ger. Draw.
A
A-
A-
B-
B
A
A
B
A-
B
A-
B+
B-
C
B-
A- A
B
B-
A-
B
B+
Subject Ratings Notes
Dom. Man.
Lat. Fr, Alg. Hi3t. Sc. Draw. Tr* Printing Sew.
Left Sch.
Left Sch.
D D D D-
C+ D B D
C- C- D+
C c- D^
C- D- c B B
c D
D C B
C C- D
C C- D- A+
c- D
B C- C D
C D c- B
c D C- D B
c- C- B+ c-
c C_ A-
B C- c-
B + C C-
D D C- B
B
B
B-
B
B
B
B-
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\Vhat problems follow the first class
i
f i cation
t
Initial problems after classification have to do with
teacher and pupil adjustments to the new situation. In
the small school system parents are interested to know a
little of the whys.
There are still teachers who clamor for opportunity to
teach a superior group, not recognizing that the inferior
group is as great a challenge to their ability. See reason
suggested by Kallom. (IX: $8b) The administration can
guide the desire to accept the challenge. Teachers at work
in the classified groups feel immediately the need for curric-
ular adjustments, and they think and work much along those
lines. Pupils adjust themselves quickly to the classified
group, and soon utilize time which was spent in the unclassi-
fied group in teasing inferiors, or in succumbing to the
wiles of the superior, in matching their own strength with
that of equals in ability. The struggle for superiority
in the equalized group is remarked early by the teachers as
a healthy development. (44: 26-28) Hew needs are upper -
most in the minds of all the workers . Heeds demand prompt
recognition . Further work requires recognition of the
most urgent need.
Where is the best place to begin intensive work , and
i
what can be. done,?
According to Gesell*s recent studies which show that
te3ts of intelligence can be made very early in life,
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there i3 little danger of measuring too early in school
life. (38 and 39) The earlier individual differences
are discovered and measured, the sooner adaptations may-
be a preventive measure. Dickson advises that "Every
child should "be given an individual test as soon after
entering school as possible^ not later than the middle of
the first term if he speaks English". (32: 44)
In September, 1927 » in Belmont, pupils below Grade
eight had been placed as intelligence test3, plus health
and teacher ratings of conduct and scholarship, plus other
informations had indicated. The new entrants into kinder-
garten and first grade were untested , and teachers recog-
nised differences which they wished measured. Of 337
pupils of Grade one, 41 or 11. 9 per cent were repeating.
Table 7 shows this to be the highest per cent of repeating
in the grades below Junior High School.
Table 7
Promotion Data - June, 1927
No. not % Hot
Grade ITo. Promoted Promoted % Promoted Promoted
Kg. 292 4 98.4 1.6
I 296 41 88.1 11.9*
II 278 23 93.06 6.94
III 277 21 92.89 7-11
IV 259 6 97.5 2.5
v 263 10 96.25 3.75
vt 265 6 97.63 2.37

That this is not an unusual situation is 3hown "by Reed
who investigated practices in first grade admission and
promotion. "Comprehension by administrators of the signif-
icance of first grade failure i3 evident, in that 192 out
of 219 of them checked one or more procedures used in their
schools or school systems to eliminate or reduce (first
grade) failure," (75 : 116) Reed in summing up present
tendencies 3ays: "The use of chronological age for Grade
one admission shows tendency to hold to traditional objec-
tives, disregard the findings of scientific research, and
ignore the value of kindergarten learning as a "basis for
Grade one work on different levels of ability." (75 : 3-21)
"Hot to use objective measures when available is failure
to accept what science has to offer." (75« 122) Keyes
has shown that repeating a grade does not result in any
permanent improvement of scholarship of the arrest.
(56: 63) Broady finds that "failure and repetition as a
policy are not acceptable", "Yilien the standards have
been set beyond the pupils' abilities, the pupils should
not be required to suffer." (19: 37) It was evident
that the school entrance situation in 'Belmont as else-
where should be studied.
The giving of Stanford Binet tests was a desirable
move. Opportunity to learn to give this test, at least
for the early years before nine, was offered at the open-
ing of the second year to all teachers of kindergartens
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and grades one. All of the 21 teachers voluntarily under-
took to learn the teste, and to test their pupils. They
studied the directions with the help of the organizer, and
tried to test one child. The one record blank was thor-
oughly reviewed by organizer and teacher together. The
second week, tv;o pupils were tested; the third v/eek, five,
always under guidance. After ten successful tests were
made, teachers were permitted to complete the tests for
their classes, but each test blank was subject always to
re-check and criticism. Tests in the early years of the
Einet scale are comparatively simple, making this procedure
satisfactory with far less teacher training than must be.
given if tests are to be made higher up in the scale.
Chart IV shows the findings of the 232 tests in terms of
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The Binet questions used with Italian pupils were
those which Terman used with children of foreign parentage.
(89: 22-23) The results showed that language handicap
was probably not responsible for low IQ,'s among certain of
the Italian children. This fact is supported by Bere»s
study, (ll)
Pupils were immediately placed in A
, B, or C groups
as the tests indicated. The assignment of the more or
less arbitrary lines between the groups paralled the X,Y,Z
plan in use in Detroit, except that the center of the
Belmont A group wa3 placed a trifle higher than the Detroit
X. (71 103) This was done because of the largernumber
of high IQ's in the Belmont group. 2To child, whose intel-
ligence test score fell close to the line between groups,
was placed on the basis of such score alone. The test
score was "taken as a point of departure for further study
of the pupil". (94: 2?>) Attempt was made to avoid any
arbitrary placement and to give the child the benefit of
any doubt.
In summary, at school entrance is a fertile field for
intensive first study. Objective measures, applied by
teachers as soon as possible after school entrance
, yield
results in teacher understand ings of retardates and
accelerates. Classifications which help the child to
work on a level with his ability as shown by the tests can
then be made early, with les3 probability of massing of
fr
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retardation in Grade one, and also with no possibility
of the child's presenting the same unrecognized problem
in Senior High School.
From experience in Belmont, the answer to the question
"How rapidly can all teachers and pupils of a school system
be included in the program of testing and classification?"
would seem to be: "As rapidly as teachers can come to
accept the newer aims of education and to understand and
appreciate the values of objective measures of the child.
The understanding comes slowly over a period of years.
Stenquist has planned for an eight year program in Balti-
more. Allen has been at work slowly and steadily for
five years, and is far from completing the plan for abil-
ity grouping in the Providence schools. These men are
capable workers. All ma,y profit by their experience.

CHAPTER VI
DEVELOPING THE MEED FOB ASSISTANCE
How rapidly can consciousness of needs. bjj developed?
It has not yet "been possible to plan a test program
which will function satisfactorily in every detail without
the making of manifold adjustments. As the initial work
progresses, needs develop all along the line. Adjustment
of the details of minor- needs are easily made. Major
needs grow and press until their weight is felt. Con-
sciousness of need is apt to lag behind the need and develop
only when the need presses hard enough to threaten friction
if it is not adjusted. The weight may be well on before
realization comes.
Needs developed rapidly as the work progressed, espe-
cially during the second year. (100) These needs found
their way into consciousness near the close of the year
when National Intelligence Tests were given to grades three
through six. Returns came in more slowly than at the
close of the first year. There were questions as to
whether the best use of teacher^s 1 time was being made in
the scoring and re-checking of tests, and in recording the
data. Should not these mechanical matters be attended to
by clerical help? The organizer, or some trained worker
needed more time for closer personal contacts with the
-68
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teachers and the schools. Questions needed to be ansi cred
"before they developed into problems. Classifications in
the making, needed more oversight than they v/ere getting.
This was especially true because of the rapid shift in
school population. It v/as possible for children to enter
the system, attend school a short time and move away again
without being tested. (A check made in April, 1929
showed that of 1089 pupils who were given national Intelli-
gence Tests in Hay, 1927 » and of 912 who took the second
form of the same test in the same grades in Hay, 1928, only
432 pupils remained who had taken both tests.) There was
a need for some test of new entrants to determine right
initial placement. Teachers needed to be relieved of cer-
tain pressures of detail; principals needed help in defin-
ing their problems; the organizer needed far more time
for the administrative task, and could afford to turn over
details to others. Those concerned with each need felt
and expressed the urgency of it. Adjustment v/as necessary.
What are the possible and best plans for extra as sist-
ance ?
There are at least two ways of arranging for the im-
provement of the situation as described in question 1.
Both of these ways involve policy and therefore require
conference with the superintendent. (2: 260) (l) Extra
part-time assistance can be planned to care for detail
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work, such as clerical matters; extra teaching force can
"be engaged in order to release time for teacher adminis-
tration of tests according to the initial plan. (2) Pull
time skilled assistance can be engaged for direction of
tests and measurements, and clerical force can be enlarged
as it becomes necessary.
Plan 1 savors a trifle of pressure upon the teacher,
and so has possibilities of undermining the cooperation
of all i which is so important to the success of a program.
Plan 2 brings a new skilled person into the cooperative
scheme, one who can relieve the over-pressure upon the
organizer and teachers and still have ample time and
opportunity to make personal contacts in the system wher-
ever it is needed for assistance or to avoid friction.
Plan 2 was considered the more desirable for Eelmont, and
a skilled leader entered the service in September, 1928,
as full-time director of tests and measurements.
How can the expense of extra help be justified?
Retardation is a tremendous expense to a school sys-
tem, and shows no credit side to its ledger. (56: 63)
On May 1 , 1929 » a checking was made , from school record
cards of each individual pupil, of the actual years of
repeating which had been done by the pupils then in the
Eelmont grade and high schools. Table 8 shows the result-
ing data for each school for each year, yielding a total
i
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of 526 years of repeated schooling. This repeating was
done by 395 pupils.
Table 8
Years of Repeating
Done by 395 Pupils Enrolled in Belmont Schools
May 1 , 1929
Schools - Yr. 116 17 '18 •19 '20 '21 22 »23 '24m i .111 '2? «26 '27 '28 Totals
Senior High School 5 9 29 1 ft Oc. 5 ( XjO
Junior High School 1 2 18 21 23 23 24 25 16 4 157
Butler Partial 2 4 6 10 8 17 6 8 61
Kendall Area 3 6 8 1 7 15 14 10 73
Homer of 7 4 11 11 8 2 3 46
Wellington Shift in Popula- l 1 1 3 5 11
Pays on Park tion 2 2 5 6 6 1 9 31
Chenery _2 JL tl JL J> 11
2 ^ ? 3i 3? 3^ ?6 61 62 76 34 ,14 . S26
Table 9& shows the actual amounts of money spent by
Belmont in this poor investment. The "Ho. of years
repeated" is listed from Table 8. The calculation of
cost is based upon the "per capita" cost for each year
,
as listed in Belmont School Reports for the given years.
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Table 9a
Cost to Belmont of Actual Retardation
Year Number of Years
Repeated
Per Capita Cost
1916 2 X #35-72 § 71.44
1917 6 X 37.68 — 226.08
1918 9 X 41.80 376.20
1919 31 X 45.95 — 1,424.45
1920 35 X 49.89 — 1.746.15
1921 34 X 70.57 ss 2.399.38
1922 58 x 75.51 s 4.379.58
192^ 61 X 79.19 = 4.8^0. 5^
1924 62 X 79.33 4,918.46
1925 76 X 82.86 6.297.36
1920 84 X • 85.33 7.167.72
1927 34 X 87.19 2,964.46
1928
-34 X 91.76 ^ .119.84
Totals 526 $39,921.71
This table is to be read: In the school year of 1916-
1917 two years of schooling were repeated by pupils who
are still in school in Belmont. At the per capita for
19l6 of $35.72, Belmont paid $71.44 for the repetition.
Chart V shows the curve of the actual number of years
repeated during each school year from 1916 through 1928-
1929. The sharp drop at 1926 is to be noted. This was
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the time of the initial work in classification according
to test and other findings* So far as is known, there was
no other unusual happening within the system which might
have caused the drop.
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From Table 9a it appears that the cost of actual
repeating for the two years just preceding the test pro-
gram, 1925 and 1926, was $13,465.08; for the two years
following the beginning of the program, 1927 and 1928,
the cost of retardation was £6,084.30. This yields an
actual saving of ^7»380«78, a tidy salary for a director
of research in a small city school system, as well as
ample funds for materials for the test program. These
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figures are "based upon the simple year3 of marking time
for the pupils. The loss to each pupil through realiza-
tion of failure is often spread over future years. This
loss is as yet unmeasured in dollars and cents. McCall
counts a retarded pupil as $1000 lost to the city.
(65: 4) Then Belmont ! s loss from repeating, as figured
byMcCall, is $395*000.
In addition to costs of retardation, must be consid-
ered amounts of money saved through acceleration. Table
9b shows actual savings through advancing 43 capable
pupils.
Table 9b
Savings for Belmont from acceleration
Year ITumber
Accel. 1 yr. Per Capita Saving
1927 5 $87.19 $ 435.95
1928 30 91.76 2,752.80
1929 _8 91.44 731.52
.
43 $3.920.2JL
If the saving from retardation covered costs of test pro-
gram and its direction only, then there would still be a
gain of $3,920.27 from right placing of superior pupils.
V/hat are the new problems of a new worker?
In order to meet problems of the test program pre-
sented by superinteiident and organizer, as well as those
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of principals and tea.cher3, it was necessary for the new
director to not only have "but personify the service vietr
point. The third year's work, except for the giving of
Stanford Revision of Binet Tests to all newly entering
pupils in kindergartens and grades one, was devoted by the
director to giving service where it was needed. This
service proved to be needed in five different lines:
(1) At the opening of the school year the director
took over the administration of the Einet tests for enter-
ing pupils, thus relieving the teachers of some of their
question as to time for doing it, and also making time
for discussion, with the teachers concerned, of the prob-
lems which the individual pupils tested presented.
(2) Eecause of the unusually large shift in popula-
tion the card file of test records was incomplete. It
became her duty to check these records, to see that every
pupil in the system took an intelligence te3t, and to
record the results.
(3) As each new pupil entered any grade, he was tested,
studied, and placed in school as his record indicated.
(4) Junior High School records were incomplete. The
director made a thorough study, and many re-tests of the
pupils, and arranged complete re-classification into
ability groups.
Assistance was given in completing the intelligence
records of pupils of the freshman and sophomore years of
•
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Senior High School. Dearborn and Terman Group Tests were
used.
(5) Throughout the system were problem cases, located
"by the tests or "by teachers, which needed attention. This
required that much time of the director "be devoted to
cooperation with the State and other clinics, and with
medical and social agencies. While this work was going
on t there was opportunity for service to the principals in
making of classifications in the light of test findings.
In two schools the use of Allen Classification Charts and
Cards has proved of value, in graphically calling atten-
tion to wrongly classified pupils.
The first year's problems of the new worker have to
do with getting acquainted with and fitting into the sys-
tem, and with evening up the former rough and weak places
in the measurement work and its records , so that the fol-
lowing year's work may run smoothly according to plan.

CHAPTER VII
HOW CAN THE ENTIRE ORGANIZATION BE INVOLVED IN WORK UPON
THE PROBLEMS OF CLASSIFICATION OF PUPILS?
Can "blunders, b e avoided?
Webster 1 a dictionary defines "blundering 11 as "a stum-
bling, a floundering". It would seem then that the
question is one of whether it is po33ible to carry a test
program through to its ultimate application without making
gross errors, or without reaching aimlessly for an elusive
goal*
Forcing a situation is apt to invite debate and oppo-
sition. The laying out of objectives which can be easily
understood, and the motivating of the tasks in such a way
that the workers are interested to volunteer to do the
work, will guarantee a necessary interest background.
Guidance must be expert, and planning must be in the light
of the best information available. There must be a will-
ingness to accept or discard a3 data dictate. The admin-
istrators must be quick to sense the needs and to try to
meet the needs promptly in the best known way. Early
conference upon problem matters has been found in Belmont
to be an effective means of bringing desired cooperations,
as well as of clearing up difficult situations. Each
person concerned in a test program and in it3 applications
plays an important part in the whole scheme. Blunders
77
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can be reduced to a minimum if leadership is fore -sighted
and wise and if all followership is intelligent and loyally
interested in working cooperatively towards well-defined
goal3. These conditions of success are not easily attained.
In Belmont the entire first year of work was devoted to
creating right 3oil in which these conditions might develop.
Decreasing amounts of work were needed in the second and
third years, as understanding and cooperation developed,
and as response came for needs, Stenquist has found the
major part of three years necessary for rightly "selling"
the program to the teachers, (IX: $3)
Can cooperation be .secured?
Conference has been mentioned as a means of forestall-
ing blunders. In the large school system which boasts a
department of research, routine matters are mechanized, and
policies and powers more definitely laid out and assigned,
than in the smaller system. The administration and the
child are farther apart in the large system. Many matters
which were brought to conference in the small system might
not arise in the large, or might be cared for there by a
different method. The fact that the organizer was a re-
search worker and not a paid employee of the school depart-
ment made certain definition of power necessary also.
During the three years of this study these matters were
considered at conference of superintendent and organizer:
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(a) Values from former tests, if any.
(b) Objectives for the test program.
(c) Planning of the initial test work, as to quantitie
of materials, costs, meetings needed, method of attacking
the problem of slow return of data from teachers and princi
pals*
(d) Study of graphed returns from tests, showing pres-
ence of two major problems: (l) the large number of supe-
rior children, and (2) the large number of Italian children
at the 80 to 90 XQ, point.
(e) How to get the clerical work done?
(f ) Study of types of filing, and development of a
test record card for temporary service.
(g) Times and method of making the actual classifica-
tions.
(h) Promotion policy.
(i) Under the conditions, what can best be done for
the superior children?
(j) what more can be done for the Italian group who
appear to be below normal according to the tests?
(k) The school entrance situation, and what should be
the admission policy?
(l) Case of one problem pupil.
(ra) One case of adjustment between teachers.
(n) Test policy for Junior and Senior High School.
(o) Is curriculum revision imminent?
#
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(p) Need of a full-time director of testo.
(q) Matters to be placed in the Annual Report anent
the measurement work,
(r) What are the moot pressing questions about the
measurement program? What answeis can be found from those
of more experience?
In September, 1928, a director of tests and measure-
ment was appointed to the Belmont schools* Conferences
of organizer and director were devoted to:
(a) Reviewing of the program of the first two years
as to objectives, accomplishments, need3 , weak places, dif-
ficult places.
(b) Passing on of superintendents policies, and
planning for any needed new policies,
(c) Each new step in the program thoughtfully worked
over, and planned.
(d) Reports of work as it progressed*
The director attended all conferences of superintend-
ent and organizer after her appointment to the service.
Conferences of organizer and principals were upon these
matters:
(a) The routine matters of the testing.
(b) Details of classification.
(c) Adding of principal's data for making placement of
problem cases, or cases about which tests did not closely
agree.
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(d) Teachers' errors in test work which principals
could help to lessen.
These included:
- Uniform method of writing dates,
- Use of child's full name upon all reports (no
nicknames.
- Figuring of ages.
- Accuracy in adding, and in other calculations.
- Care not to reverse the fraction Jrjj1 in finding IQ.
- Handling of erasures.
(For dates of conferences see Table 10.)
At meetings of superintendent and principals opportu-
nity was offered for questions as to policy or test program.
These were usually on routine matters of assignment of par-
ticular duties connected with the test program.
Principals and teachers conferred on the details of
administration and summarisation of tests and results, and
upon details of classification.
Director of Tests was available daily during the school
year of 1928-*29 for conference with teachers upon any
untested or unsatisfactorily classified pupil, problem cases,
and on further study of, and need for tests.
Each person concerned worked with others most coopera-
tively in the study of the best placing and the best func-
tioning of each individual child.
(
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Can the entire organization be involved? If so
how , and at what cost?
In two years the entire elementary school force in
Belmont was involved, and the Junior High School was favor-
ably inclined towards the intelligence testing movement ao
an aid in better classification. Certain tests had been
given in Senior High School. At the end of the third
year, the Junior High School was thoroughly classified,
and teachers appreciated advantages of the grouping. At
Senior High School accurate and valuable data from tests
were on file, and were used in making curricular and voca-
tional decisions, with promise of a growing teacher inter-
est in homogeneous classification.
The method of involving each person in the system was
that of interesting each and all in such a placement of
each individual child that he might have opportunity to
function at as high a level as his tested ability indicated.
This was apparently accomplished by careful planning and
direction and cooperation, all three of which were lacking
in earlier unsuccessful attempts at testing, due to lack
of provision for necessary help.
Refining of the classifications through use of the
Allen charts has been more thoroughly done in two of the
larger schools under the personal direction of the Director
of Tests and Measurements . Extension of this thorough
work promises to strengthen cooperation.
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The co3t in tine and labor of the organizer appears
in detail in Table 10. To these facts should be added a
year of full time work of the director. 0ut3ide of a few
minutes at regularly scheduled meetings, item 3 of Table
10 is a measure of the time given by the superintendent to
the work. It appears from Table 10 that clerical help
would have released time for the organizer to attend to
other parts of the test program. The 47 hours given to
checking group tests and noting errors for teachers (item
11), was far from being a waste, as appeared in the more
careful work of teachers in later testing. The 42 hours
spent in making graphs (item l6) was well invested, in that
the graphs were objective means of centering teacher
thought upon the best placing of the individual child.
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9-
10.
11.
12.
13-
14.
15-
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
1926
Labor
Reviewing former test results
Outlining objectives and testing program
Conferences with Superintendent
Conferences with Director of Tests
Conferences with Principals
Conferences with Teachers on Tests
Special Conferences with Parents
General Teachers' Meetings
Group Teachers' Meetings
Giving of Special Binet Tests
Corrections on Group Tests
Corrections on Individual Tests
Adjusting of Problems of Teachers
Work on data with Director of Tests
Making Charts and Graphs for Superintendent
Making Graphs for Teachers
Obtaining data at Superintendent's Office
Study of data for Classification
Making lists for use of Principals in Classification
Summarizing data from Tests
Clerical work on Record Cards and Offioe data
Writing 157 letters - —
Totals
Table 10
Hours of Labor and Teaching
Given by the Organizer
From September 1, 1926. to June 15, 1929
122Z 1928
Sept. Oct. Mov. Dee- J"an ' $ela ' Mar ' APr ' May June July AuK ' 3eT,t - Qct ' Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June
2.50
4.
1.
1.50
• 50
2.
15.
•25 •50
13.
3-
15-
.50
1.50
• 50 .50
1.
• 50 .50
10.
12.
10.
4.
13-
2.25
15.
• 25
1.
.50
10.
2.
1.
2.
1.
1.50
9.
2.
•50
1?2?
3t. . Oct. Mov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May
Totals
June in Hours
2. 1.
6. I.50
1. 8.
3-50 1.50
2.50 I.50 2.50
6.
10.
.50
1.
20.75 22.75
6.50
23.
21.75
17.
20.
31.
4.25
1.50
6.
3.
47.
24.
1.
5.
21.
42.
1.25
41.
11.50
32.
92.50
6. 25 10. 4^. 3JL. 21.50 13.50 21.50 49.50 2^. 12. 2.25 .75 25. 11. 11. 3.50 3 - 10.50 11. 39. 13. 6. 10.50 10.50 4.50 10. 22.75 32.75 2. 491.25 or almost
82 six-hour days.

The original estimate for cost of test materials was
$400 a year. Actual costs of the program are shown in
Table 11.
Table 11
Co3t# in Money expended, of Testing Program for 3 Years
Test Materials:
First Year $ 230.95
Second Year 107.45
Third Year - — 56. 50
Director's Salary for Third Year 2,000.
Postage, cards and other incidentals — 15.
Total $2,409.90
Terman and Dearborn Group Test3 were on hand from a
former supply. Their cost is not included here, as they
would otherwise have been wasted. Prom conservative
figures, the drop in retardation saved Belmont $7»38o«78j
the right placing of accelerates aaved $3,920.27» The
total saving was $11,301.05* The co3t in actual money
expended was §2,409»90. Deducting coot from 3aving , the
profit from classification in money was $8,891.15«
c
CHAPTER VIII
WHAT ARE THE COMPENSATIONS EOR THE EXPENSE OF
TIME , LABOR AilD MONEY?
According to Irwin and Marks, "Psychological classi-
fication does not encourage the idea that only the best
intelligence is worth while and the rest nowhere; on the
contrary, it leads us to value all kinds and grades of
intelligence and to try to understand how to develop them
towards a life of personal effectiveness and social use-
fulness ( 51 • 163) Goddard says that "the social
efficiency of a group of human beings depends upon recog-
nizing the mental limitations of each one, and upon so
organizing society that each person has work to do that is
within his mental capacity and that at the same time calls
for all the ability that he possesses". (43.: 127)
Terman et al find that "Universal testing is fully warranted,
whether considered from the point of view of money cost or
labor cost. If we can afford to spend $50 *° &100 a year
for a child's instruction for ten or twelve years, we can
surely afford to spend 6 to 10 cents for a test whose re-
sults may affect the child's entire educational career.
The labor cost is too small to be counted an obstacle,
now that satisfactory group tests are available. If the
results are properly used, the cost is a negative quantity,
for in the long run labor is saved". (94: 22)
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From the work of Davis at Jackson, Michigan, it appears
that under ability grouping "pupils are happier and more
successful at their work". (31: 142) Worlton makes the
same finding, (112: 273) as well as the following: More
rapid progress in subjects, more congenial leadership,
greater stimulus for individual effort, better chance to
escape snobbishness and conceit, fewer "disciplinary"
problems, better teacher morale. (112 : 273-274-)
Torgerson shows from his data at West Allis, Wisconsin,
under ability grouping, (l) failures are reduced ("40.9
per cent reduction in first six grades after three years
of classification"); (2) "proper grade placement and clas-
sification reduce maladjustments and mental and educational
over-ageness and under-agenecs , and result in a better
educational product"; (3) "proper grade placement tends
to raise accomplishment quotient to normal maximal effi-
ciency", (100: 180)
Layton of Detroit was "gratified by the constant and
substantial increase in the number of group mental tests
in Detroit because it reflected a great interest on the
part of the teachers and principals and because the teach-
ing public shows an earnest desire to make use of the test
results". (60: 130)
It has been the experience of the organizer that
teachers who have worked upon data having to do with abil-
ity grouping are more prompt in response to a call for
(
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data than teachers who have not had that opportunity to
codlperate. The organiser had occasion to ask for some
simple data from two schools in a suburb of Boston on
November 23 i 1929* No time was set for the return of
the data. (For obvious reasons the names of schools and
city are omitted.) One of the schools was homogeneously
grouped, the other not so grouped. Teachers of the two
schools were matched as to training and teaching experi-
ence. The principals are apparently well -matched as to
executive ability. The grades and types of pupils are
matched. Data from the grouped school were returned with
no comment on December 5» 1929* after seven school days,
though the Thanksgiving recess had interrupted work upon
the data. The data from the ungrouped school were re-
turned on February 9 » 193° » after much explanation of the
"very pressing, busy times". There was at least enough
teacher interest in a matter of data in the grouped school
to bring prompt response.
Mailer presents data for the finding that "Members of
a group will tend to show a higher degree of cooperation
if there is, within the group, little variation in intelli-
gencejage, and social factors. A maximum of cooperation
is obtained when a group is of the highest homogenity.
The sectioning of classrooms on the basis of intelligence
and other factors would thus augment the cultivation of
codperativeness". (63: 163)
i<
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To summarize the findings of the workers quoted,
credits include the following: With ability grouping,
pupils are happier, make more rapid and successful prog-
ress in subjects, enjoy greater opportunity to develop
leadership , find greater stimulus for individual effort
,
and have a better chance to escape snobbishness and con-
ceit. The school has a more congenial sooial atmosphere
and presents fewer disciplinary problems. There is an
increase in teacher interest and morale. Pupil failure
is reduced, over- and under-ageness is reduced and accom-
plishment quotients are raised. Better opportunity is
offered for cultivation of coflperativeness.
The credit account in Belmont shows that fewer dis-
ciplinary problems occur after homogeneous grouping, espe-
cially in Junior High School. When the eight seventh
grades were grouped, the highest group was found to con-
tain the "rascals" of the grade, "as carefully segregated
as though the testers had known and placed them because
of their rascality". The principal suggested the advis-
ability of re-grouping this class upon some other basis
than that of test scores. He was advised to give the
group a skilled teacher who knew the situation. This was
done. The class settled down to businees immediately,
and led in extra-curricular activities throughout the year,
with no evidence of disciplinary problems. Increase in
accomplishment is shown by the fact that all of the 43
t<
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pupilo advanced "by the classification have succeeded in
the new placement. The fourth year, planned for inten-
sive program in educational measurements, promises much
data on this point.
Chart V gives evidence of substitution of success
for failure in the immediate drop of the curve of retarda-
tion at the time of classification. See page *|3 . Fur-
ther evidence appeared when, in May, 1929 » the data of the
432 pupils of grades three through six, who took National
Intelligence Te3ts in 1927 and again in 19 28, were studied.
Of the 432, only 5 repeaters were found. 427, or 98. 9$,
were comfortably and successfully making the grades in
which they were placed. The five cases investigated
individually, proved to be cases whose difficulties had
social origin.
An investigation of teacher interest was made in May,
1929» by means of the following questionnaire. Answers
were returned very promptly by all of the teachers con-
cerned.
(Note: Please use / for "Yes"
)
School •••••••••• ••••
Grade •
Teacher 1 s Name ••••
1. Were you one who gave Einet Tests to pupils of
Kg. or Gr. I in October, November and December, 1927? •••
<
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If so, how many?
3» Have you called cases to the attention of Direc-
tor of Research, State Clinic, or Social Service, since
February, 1928, of your own initiative?
How many? •
Would you have done this if you had not had
experience with tests? •••••
4* Have you made use of the information which is
on the test record cards in the office file?
What use?
In how many cases? ••••••••••••• •
5» Have you asked to have group intelligence tests
given to your pupils since May, 1928?
6« Have you made use of any facts about pupils,
which the testing program brought to your attention?
What facts? (Please use no names)
7« Has any question, asked in an intelligence test,
suggested to you a change in method or material at any
time?
What question?
Have you modified method or material accordingly?
8. Of your own volition, have you read anything
about intelligence tests or their use since February, 1928?
If so , what? •••
9* Has your work with intelligence tests led to
interest in or taking of courses in measurement?
If so , what courses?
10. What was your attitude towards tests and mea-
surements before September, 1926? •••••
#
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Summary of Teacher Questionnaire
Number of teachers who gave group tests, 1926-1929. . 70
Q..1. Number of teachers still located in Eelmont who
gave them • 57
Number of Kindergarten and Grade I teachers' who
gave Binet tests, 1927-1928 ...... 21
Number of Kindergarten and Grade I teachers
located who gave them • .21
Q..2. Number of teachers who report having given Binet
tests for their own satisfaction, or to obtain
a rating for a pupil who had been absent. • •••• • 9
Children thus tested 101
(Also "several" tests by two teachers)
Q..3. Number of teachers who report having of their own
accord called special cases to the attention
of the Director of Tests, or State Clinic, or
Social Service, etc... • ...12
Number of cases thus located (This number is
verified by Director of Tests)... ..56
Number of teachers who say they would not have
done this if they had not had test experience. .12
Q..4. Have made use of information on test record cards
( teachers } • .27
Uses made by principals: (These principals were
testers)
Classification 1240 pupils
Grading 1240 »
Promotion 505 N
By teachers:
Study of special cases • .....34
Comparing teacher's judgment with test
results (3 teachers "many") 35
Comparing child's work with test results.. 26
Adapting child's work to child's ability.. 26
Comparing ability with work produced by
child 25
To get a basis for judgment (looked up
Intelligence Quotients) 10
Q»5» Teachers who have asked to have group intelligence
tests given to their classes since May, 1928... 8
Q.6. Teachers who report having used facts brought to
their attention by the test program 15
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"What facts" was interpreted as follows:
What teacher did about these facts:
"Recognized non-readers. Studied the cases
further,"
"Drilled on points shov/n as weak by the tests."
"Exercised more care in my own judgment of a
child.
"
"Demanded better work of capable pupils who
were not making the most of their ability."
"Tried to bring out a diffident child who
showed unexpected ability in the tests."
Q.7» Tea.chers not answering at all 27
Teachers not finding test material suggestive ...26
Binet question suggested the need for more practice
in making odd change from a quarter.....* 2
Teacher (in science) had occasion to remember that
appreciation of likenesses and differences do
not usually develop synchronously... 1
Story of the Hew York fire (Binet) suggested a
method for getting thought-content in reading... 1
Q..8. Teachers reporting readings on the subject of intel-
ligence tests or their use since February, 1928.36
Teachers reporting not having read on this subject... 14
Not answering at all......... 7
"Trying to read all of the new things on the subject V 1
Reporting readings in Educational Journals .....16
The books named were:
B ronner » Special Abilities and Disabilities . •
1
Corning, After Testing—What? 1
Dickson, Intelligence Tests and School
Reorganization . • • • • • .1
Hollingworth, Gifted Children 1
Kohs , Intelligence Measurement .....I
Monroe, Measuring the Results of Teaching ....!
Terman , Measurement of Intelligence--
Re-read or studied ................... 6
Thorn, Child Psychology (pamphlets)... ..1
whitley, Tests and Scales in Psychology of
Childhood 1
Wolfarth, Supervision and Teaching of
Reading ,1 1$
Teachers reading, but not stating what 4
Work with tests has led to increased interest.. .20
Working for A. M. degree in this field..... 1
Taking courses in this field • 2
Normal School Course in Educational
Measurement • ••••••• 1
Thorn, Child Psychology .1
Taking advanced courses in education, not in
this field ..22
i
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Q.10. Teachers reported their attitudes towards tests and
measurements "before September, 1926, as
follows
:
Not interested... 2)
Much opposed. •• 6)
Didn*t know much )
about them. ........
.13 5 Not exactly
Thought them the ) in favor .....23
business of
principals and
supervisors •••• 2
Favored the movement.. 9)
Curiously interested. .13
)
Interested (but not ) Favoring. ........ .24
for Kindergarten) ... 2)
No answer given 10 Not answering 10
Total... 57 Total...57
A check of the 20 teachers who, in answer to Question
9 , said that "Work with tests had led to increased inter-
est", shows that all of the 20 are of the "not exactly in
favor" group of 23 » reported in Question 10.
With substitution of success for failure, with decrease
in disciplinary problems, with increased accomplishment,
with increase of teacher interest, and a bettering of teacher
morale, the small expense of time and labor becomes a3
nothing in comparison. In Chapter VI it has been shown
that expense is more than balanced by income; the expense
being $2,409.90, and the saving being §11,301.05«

CHAPTER IX
SUPPORTING DATA
Tffhat is the experience of other workers in similar
fields?
On April 22, 1929 • a questionnaire was sent out to
eighty-five persons who are heads of research bureaus or
departments in public school systems of the United States,
or who have had special experience with work in ability
grouping. The questions were those which developed in
conference of superintendent, organizer, and director of
Tests and Measurements, held near the end of the third
year of this study. Sixty-one responses from those whose
names, positions, cities, and size of school systems which
they served are listed in Table 12, yielded the totals
and added suggestions given in this chapter. Those who
did not send returns number twenty-four. Five of the
twenty-four directors represent systems whose policy is
known to be conservative in the matter of answering ques-
tionnaires. The other nineteen are either new to their
present positions, or are just beginning new organization
of research in their school systems.
The fact that one point was checked by a larger number
of directors than another does not necessarily mean that
that point has more weight with reference to the question,
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or more value as a point. It probably does mean that that
point has come within the range of experience of more of
the directors. Some of the statements given as mere sug-
gestions by one person, may prove to be of more value in
certain situations and under certain conditions than the
more popular answer. In general the directors expressed
their unwillingness to permit a check mark to stand as
adequate expression of their answers to these vital ques-
tions. Thi3 accounts for the fact that sixty-one answers
are not given for each question. The numbers recorded
are those of actual check marks made. Quotations which
embody the leading points brought out in the added discus-
sion of the directors, follow each question.
Letters accompanying the returned questionnaire throw
added light upon the problems. Robert Floyd Gray of San
Francisco writes: "While your questionnaire raises no end
of vital questions relative to the testing program, prac-
tically all of the answers would be influenced by the size
of the city and the educational policy involved. This is
especially true of the questions relative to the respon-
sibilities of the superintendent and of the research direc-
tor in the testing program. Y/ith these factors in mind
I have checked the questionnaire."
George R. Johnson of St. Louis says: "My answers to
these questions have been determined mainly by three funda-
mental principles:
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(1) Testing is an inseparable function of modern
teaching.
(2) The grouping of pupils within a class in an in-
alienable right of the teacher in charge.
(3) The principal of the school is primarily respon-
sible for the assignment of pupils to the several
classes within the school.
"I do not believe that the Director of Research in a
school system, or the Superintendent of Schools should
interfere v/ith the teacher or principal in the performance
of these duties. The Director of Research may render
service to the schools in the system by expert counseling,
by recommending suitable tests, by collecting and inter-
preting data, etc. The Director of Research must noV,
however, usurp the functions of principal or teacher by
trying to dictate the internal policies of the school or
the classroom."
Harry J. Baker of Detroit writes: "The real problem
in regard to classification by 'Ability Groups' is not the
matter of actual testing and grouping of pupils, but the
adjustment of the course of study to fit the needs of these
pupils after the testing has been done. In many cities
the details of a testing program requires so much time that
nothing is done on follow-up work which is really the ex-
cuse for the testing program.
»
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"It seems to me that your chief problem is to sell
the idea of curriculum revision and modifications to the
administrative officers vfho have charge of determining
the course of study. Up to the present time so much
attention has been focused on the mechanics of the test-
ing program that curriculum adjustments have been very
much neglected."
The form used for questionnaire follows. Table 12
shows the names of the workers in research who answered
the questionnaire, together with their official positions,
their cities and the populations of cities and of schools
which they serve. Their answers are given in summary
from following Table 12.
•
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Q.UESTIQIIIIAIKE
NOTE:
- The answers given are mere suggestions
and are to be marked v in the right hand
margin if they meet with your approval.
Space is left for any additional answers,
1. What specific data concerning the school system
should a director of research have in hand before attempt-
ing to plan a testing program upon whose results ability
grouping may be based?
- Data from all previous tests
- The location and grouping scheme of all of
the classes
- The districting and housing of pupils
- Geographical matters affecting school attendance ...
- Preparation of teachers for teaching •• ••
- Amount of training teachers have had in the
field of tests and measurements
- General attitude of teachers towards a testing
program
2. (a) To what matters should a superintendent
give personal attention during a testing program?
- Assistance of director in planning the program.....
- Education of the public with respect to the program
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- Kis presence at general teachers' meetings
bespeaks cooperation
- Any matter which seem3 to director, teacher or
parent to "be a source of the least friction..
- Expense of the program ,
(b) What are the specific duties of a director
of research?
- Plan the test program
- Plan and conduct teachers' meetings ,
- Be available for conference with teachers on
te3t matters
- Direct the testing and classification •
- Know problem cases as thoroughly as possible
- Make oral and written reports to the superintendent
upon request •
- Keep accurate record of procedures
- Study findings in the light of the data reported by
other workers in similar fields
- Make public through writings, findings of value
from his research •
- Conduct further research upon matters suggested by
the superintendent •
t
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(c) What matters demand conference of superin-
tendent and director?
- Points of question or friction in carrying out
plans • ••
- Parental objections to the classification of
children • • • •
- Unresponsiveness of a teacher . .... •
- Hatters of policy arising from classification:
Changing of teacher's grade or room •
Changing of pupils from one building to
another • •
Establishing of special classes or groups
Undertaking an experiment, such as a Pre-School
(d) Assuming that intelligence tests to be ad-
ministered by teachers, what is the share of the school
principal in a testing program for classification?
- Distribution and collection of materials
- See that summaries, reports, and records are
prepared correctly, and at the specified time
- Attend to the actual changing of all pupils from one
group to another
- Keep office records of the classification in form
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- Meet questions of parents
- Know and note cases needing special study and
diagnosis
3« (a) During the first year of a testing program
how much time is needed for general and group teachers'
meetings?
- One general meeting before , and one or two after
each test period
- Group meetings enough to develop thorough under-
standing of all of the details which the teacher
must meet in carrying on test3
("b) What matters should be discussed at such
meetings?
- At general meetings, purposes, and objectives ......
- At group meetings:
Meaning of each part of the test to be given ••
Method of giving the test
Method of scoring and summarizing
Directions as to time and place of returns,
etc •
Returns, with possible interpretations ........
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4. How much actual administration of Stanford-J3ine
Test 3 should a teacher have done successfully before she
may be entrusted to do this testing accurately without
supervision? (Assume that the teacher is interested
enough in the work to have undertaken it voluntarily.)
- 10 tests • •
- 30 tests » •
- Some teachers ought never to be entrusted to give
intelligence tests
5« Is it best that the director of research admin-
ister special tests for problem cases?
- Yes, if the school system has not or cannot get
cooperation of a clinic
- Ho. Reasons:
6. (a) Are there measures of teachers' errors in
giving and scoring group tests of intelligence?
(b) Does the clerical work of teachers in check
ing and recording te3t results give returns in better
understandings?
- The mechanical part of this work is apt to be upper-
most in the teacher's mind
•
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- Yes, Each check is "bound to give insight into the
workings of the particular test checked
7» How much clerical service per ^OQ^-apil unit is
needed for a year's testing program?
- Half time of one clerk.,..
- Full time of one clerk..
- Usual clerical service is sufficient to handle this
part-time work •
8. (a) If teachers' meetings have "been managed
wisely, how much adjustment should be needed "between
teachers upon questions which arise from changes in
classification?
- A great deal •
- Hone
("b) What are these questions?
- Which teacher shall take the low division?
- Is it fair for a teacher to give up some of her "best
pupils, and take in exchange the same number
from a low division, for the sake of classifi-
cation? •
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9. (a) Should superintendent, director of research,
or principal meet the questions of parents?
- Superintendent, because his advice will be accepted
more readily "by certain parents •
- Director of research, because he has the test
records, and can advise authoritatively.
- Principal, because he knows parents and pupils best.
(b) How much time is this person justified in
giving to conferences with parents upon matters brought
out by the testing and classification?
- As little as possible
- A special office hour is justifiable for this
purpose
- Every parent has a right to as much time as it takes
to bring about a satisfactory understanding.
•

10. who should handle remedial work with parents
who need the assistance of mental hygiene?
- A clinic worker, if available...
- School nurse or visitor, or teacher
- The person who has promise of being able to under-
stand and influence the parent
- Only a worker skilled in mental hygiene
- This is not the province of the school
11. Should a superintendents program for educa-
tion of the public parallel or follow a testing program?
- Parallel, that the public may not have apprehension
because of misunderstandings....
- Follow, because public addresses and reports may
then be framed to meet the questions which have
actually arisen in the given situation
(
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Table 12
Leaders in Public School Research
Hames
1. Richard D. Allen AflBt. Stmt, in Charce of Research
and Guidance
2. Harry J. Baker Clinical Psychologist for Public
Schools
F. H. Beede Superintendent of Schools
A4. IT TT T3 4 vl av« Director of Tests and Guidance
irJiii-ip ijoyer Director Division of Educational
Research
<
0. JLrnect Jr. xirancon nirpp+ftr of Research. Public
Schools
7. Wesley L. Brov/n Director of Research
8. Harold B. Chapman Director of Educational Research
Q
L> « Xi • uUiJluudJi Director of Research
T5 r»n r!onr»Pv P. 1 1 + C'Vi +
Jtr X ulu.t!iiO v wl OX X.g,Al « Asi3t« Director of Instructional
Research
XX • iVlXXXcUU Xi. uDIUlUX Tii Tpetfir of "Bureau of iilducational
Research
X£l* Murx ay xi cixina.n JJii CU I'Ji UX JinJLUw »<u X WUCU XiCOCul Oil
L/iiarxes u« iiawBon iiiicii uur ox ncuccvx wxi
14. virgix x. . xncKGon uxrecxcr xsureau 01 neceaicr*
!>• Kussexx uoney jjircc tor ox ncocai cii
xo. uer ^rucie x5. x>uiiy jjircu x>ox utJjJcir wucxi w ox Mcctoui ciucnt
x /• it. xi. xirwine OUp 6X71x1XrClXCXcIX li
18. L. L. Everly Director of Research
19. Violet Foster Director of Special Classes
20. Guy Fox Assistant Director of Research
21. Robert F. Gray Director of Research, Public
Schools
22. R. L. Herbs
t
Director of Tests and Measurements
Estimated
Cities Pop. of Ci
Providence. R. I. 286,000
Detroit, Mich. 1,500,000
Hew Haven, Conn. 184,900
Atlanta, Ga. 250,000
Philadelphia, Penna. 2,000,000
Long Beach, Calif. 155.000
Winnetka, 111. 30 ,000
Baltimore , Md. 825.000
Oklahoma City, Okla. 180,000
Minneapolis , Minn. 447.700
Cleveland , Ohio 1,200,000
Indianapolis , Ind. 374 ,300
Grand Rapids , Mich 180 .000
Berkeley, Calif. 69,400
Kalamazoo , Mich. 60,000
Cambridge , Mass
•
120 ,000
Akron, Ohio 240,000
St. Paul, Minn. 250,000
Jackson, Mich. 61,700
Denver, Colo. 256,491
San Francisco, Calif. 756.188
Lancaster, Penna. 58,000
I
Approx.
Pub.Sch.Pop.
41 ,000
240 .000
30 ,000
62 ,000
250 ,000
26 ,000
1,700 High School
162 ,000
30 .000
90 ,000
150,000
75 .000
28,000
13 .000
10.000
17.000
65 .000
38,000
10 ,000
47.434
85.122
9,000

(Table 12 continued]
Cities
Estimated Approx.
Names Positions Pop. of City Pub.Sch.Pc
23. J,. G. Hickox Director of Research Department, Warren, Ohio 45,000 8,000
Public Schools
Toledo , Ohio24. Harriet Hinnon Director of Research in Public 325,000 61,233
Schools
69 . 50025. W. Hardin Hughes Director Bureau of Research Pasadena, Calif. 13 .000
Clara Jacobs Director of Research, Public Pueblo , Colo. 65,000 12,000
Schools
2 7. George R. Johnson Director of Division of Tests and St. Louis , Mo. 945 ,000 100,000
Measurements
•
£.U • At'+^Viiit' W. TCall OKI First Assistant Director, Department Boston, Mass. 900,000 165.975
of Instructional and Educational
Research
62 ,20029. Grayson H. Kefauver Director Bureau of Research Fresno , Calif. 11 .000
30. A. L. Kerbow Director of Research Houston, Tex. 300,000 60,000
31. Ruth Kimball Director of Testing and Research New Britain, Conn. 85 .000 13 .000
32. Frank H. Koos Director of Research Winston-rSalem, N. C. 70 ,000 13 .000
33. Helen M. Kopf Director of Research Piqua, Ohio 17.500 3.000
34. Edward A. Lincoln Professor of Education, Harva3s& Cambridge, Mass. 120.000 17.000
University
35. Ida C. Lucas Psychologist, Department of Reading, Mass. 10 ,000 2.000
Research and Guidance
36. L. D. Lundberg Director Department of Research Flint, Mich. 150,000 30.753
and Statistics
8,50637. Clara Mallory Director of Research Beaumont, Tex. 70 ;ooo
38. Arthur L. Maxon Director of Research Schenectady, N. Y. 95.000 20 ,000
39. Joseph M. McCallie Asst. Supt. New Jersey State Trenton, N. J. 140,000 22 ,000
Home for Boys
40. Eugene E. McCarthy, Jr. Director of Elementary Instruction
•
Dade Co., Miami, Fla. 140,000 25,000
41. Elizabeth McFadden Director of Research Colorado Springs, Colo* 37.000 12,558
42. George W. Melcher Director of Educational Research Kansas City, Mo. 383 .100 65 .000
43- George 0. Moore Assistant Superintendent Erie , Penna. 130 ,000 25 ,5oo
44. H. B. Nash Director of Research West Allis, Wis. 32,000 5.773
45. G. H. Nettels Assistant Director of Research Los Angele3 , Calif. 1,300.000 200 .000
46. Eugene A. Nifenecker Director of Bureau of Educational New York City 6,064,484 1,028,671
Research
47. W. J. Osburn State of Ohio
,
Dept. of Education Columbu3 , Ohio 291,400 50 ,000
I4
(Table 12 concluded)
jl 31 viOiJS
Estimated Approx.
Names 01 Lies .fop. 01 Oity Pub, Sch.Pop.
48. Charles Ottermann AsBiSiaiib oup eriziXreiiu.cn ir oincinnaui , unio "tdXi ,000 98.899
49. Mary M. Pf efierj^arn UircC vol ui xicuccu bii 1 ruuxiw j_i9£Lveiiwor vxi , nans* 00 nrio,uuu 2,500
ocnooi3
50. Hattie 0. Prewett Director of Research, Public Port Worth, Tex. 200 ,000 33.234
Schools
51. Henrietta Race Jf SyCilOlQglS w , O babe U KjJ U • Ui Madison, wis* 40 ,000 »?00
Education
52. J, L. Stenquist Director of Bureau of Research Baltimore , Md. 825 ,000 162 ,000
53 • David R. Sums tine Director of Research in Public Pittsburgh, Penna. 666,000 110 ,000
School
3
54. Katherine A. Tilton Director of Psychological Research San Diego , Calif. 150 ,000 26 .000
55. Betty W. Tracy Director of Special Education Wheeling, W. Va. 56,200 9.000
56. Eston V. Tubbs Director of Curriculum Chicago, 111. 3 ,000 .000 500 ,000
57. unarxc 3 w* vvaxKer JJlrcU uUl Ui ICS) CtiiU. ItCuoUi CitiUUw Concord* u. n. ,000 3 .300
53. Ralph W. Walter Director of Test3 and Measurements Hew Rochelle, N. Y. 50 ,000 8,500
59. Roscoe L. West Director of Teacher Training, Trenton, N. J. 140 ,000 22 ,000
State of Hew Jersey
60. Ernest C. Witham Director of Research Wilmington, Del. 128 .000 16,516
61. J. T. Worlton Director of Research Salt Lake City, Utah 135.000 32.000
r
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Summary of the Sixty-one Responses
to the Nation-wide
Questionnaire
Question 1. What specific data concerning the school
system should a director of research have in hand
before attempting to plan a testing program upon
whose results ability grouping may be based?
- "Location and grouping scheme of all the classes"
was checked by • 46
- "Data from all previous tests" by 42
Data from recent tests 3
Data from related tests 1
- "Amount of training teachers have had in the
field of test3 and measurements" ••• 42
Tilton adds, "In actual practice, not in compul-
sory courses in Training Schools,."
Lincoln: "It is especially important that
teachers be trained in teaching the differ-
ent ability groups."
- "General attitude of teachers towards a testing
program" 42
Kimball: "Much depends upon the mental calibre
of the teachers."
Duffy: "Consider the amount of clerical work
already incumbent upon teachers."
r4
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Allen; "This point is very important (teacher
attidude). Go slowly. Digest each test
before trying another."
Johnson: "Data showing need of the program
will help this."
Everly: "The right attitude can be developed
by first making tests optional. , Sell !
the idea through the advantages obtained."
- "Districting and housing of pupils" •• 32
- "Geographical matters affecting school
attendance" 27
- "Preparation of teachers for teaching" 25
Gray and Kallom state that this may be a factor
in the success of the program, but it is not
a responsibility of the research director.
Question 2. (a) To what matters should a superintend-
ent give personal attention during a testing
program?
- "Expense of the program" ("to justify it") 42
Only in the sense that any educational
feature is the superintendent's concern 1
Tilton: "Curtailing expense is bad, when teach-
ers cooperate and ask for plenty of material."
Everly: "The amount of money needed should be
secured by placing it in the budget."
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Lincoln: "A3 the work proceeds the superintend-
ent should need to give less and les3 atten-
tion to expense."
"Assist the director in planning the program ••••• 36
The superintendent should approve only 2
Kerbst: "It is the director's job to plan
according to suggestions by the superintend-
ent. "
"His presence at general teachers* meetings
bespeaks cooperation". ... • 36
However, it is not necessary 4
This depends much upon 3ize of system 1
"Education of the public with respect to the
program" 35
If this is necessary 1
"Any matter which seems to director, teacher, or
parent to be a source of friction" 23
If it cannot be settled without him 1
"What are the specific duties of a director of
research?
"
Tilton: "These vary with the superintendent's
policy, with his scope of vision in detailing
responsibilities to members of his supervis-
ing staff."
Moore: "The director's department should be a
fact-finding agency only."
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"Keep accurate record3 of procedures" 54
"Be available for conference on test matters" ... . 53
"Especially with principals" 1
"Plan the test program" 52
"Make oral and written reports to the superin-
tendent upon request" 52
"Without request" 1
"Conduct further research upon matters suggested
by the superintendent" 52
Include assistant superintendents in a
large system 1
Lincoln: "Matters for research should be con-
tributed also by interested teachers and
principals.
"
Moore: "Policies and dealings with the Board
come through the superintendent. He deter-
mines policies and presents them to the
Board in the light of facts furnished."
"Study findings in the light of the data reported
by other workers in similar fields" ........ 51
"Direct the testing and classification" 50
Yes
,
through the principals 1
"Know problem cases as thoroughly as possible"... 47
In a small system, yes 1
Dawson, Gray, and Stenquist: "Hot personally
if the system is too large."
*
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- Make public through writings, findings of value
from his research 43
"If the superintendent approves" 1
"Reports should "be through the Board of
the city" 1
"Reports should he at the disposal of
teachers and principals*' 1
"l\ct always" 1
- "Plan and conduct teachers* meetings" 38
"When necessary" 1
"Occasionally" « 1
"Should assist at the meetings" 1
"This is the principal's responsibility" ... 1
Additional suggestions offered as falling within
the director's province:
Witham: "The director should be a tactful free
lance. He should work for the good of the
system, not to show off."
Osburn: "Ideally the director does his job so
well that the superintendent does not need
to suggest."
Stenquist: "He should handle conferences over
results.
"
Herbst: "He should plan remedial measures with
teachers and principals."
Nash: "He should direct construction of objec-
tive tests, correlating abjective testing
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and teachers » marks."
Walter: The director's concern is also "v/ith
curriculum distinctions for differentiated
ability groups,
"
Foster: "In small systems his duties may include
supervision of special classes, also educa-
tion of teachers and community along mental
hygiene lines."
"What matters demand conference of superintendent
and director?
Points of question or friction in carrying out
plans . ••• 50
"There should "be few",.... 1
"Matters of policy arising from classification:
"Establishing of special classes or groups". 38
"Undertaking an experiment such as a
Pre -School " 37
"If done" 1
"Changing of pupils from one building to another" 35
This is an administrative problem 1
No 1
"Changing of teacher's grade or room" 24
This is the principal's business • 3
An administrative problem »• 2
Often handled by principal and director .... 1
Not usually a matter for conference 1
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- "Unresponsiveness of a teacher" 3 1
This is a principal's duty 5
Question this 2
As a last resort 1
Depends upon extent of the trouble 1
- "Parental objection to the classification of
children" 26
Seldom met 3
Never met 2
Met by director 1
Added suggestions:
Fox and llifenecker: "Size of system plays an
important part t and the duties of assistant
superintendents are concerned."
McCallie: "Don't begin wholesale Pre-School or
any other experiment. Try out in a school
or two where conditions are favora,ble to
success.
"
Moore: "Pre-School is hardly fact-finding.
This is done through use of Parent-Teachers'
Association.
"
(d) Assuming that intelligence tests are to be
administered by teachers , what is the share
of the school principal in a testing pro-
gram for classification?

"See that summaries, reports, and records are
prepared correctly, and at the specified
time" 53
"Keep office records of the classification in
form at all times" 53
"Meet questions of parents" 52
Or refer to director 1
"Know and note cases needing special study and
diagnosis" •••• *1
Lincoln: "In some cases it might "be "better to
select a teacher in each "building for this,
especially if there is a teacher better
trained than the principal in educational
measurements.
"
"Attend to actual changing of pupils from one
group to another." 47
Distribution and collection of materials 42
No 1
If there is no other way 1
Kallom: "See that reports of the director reach
the teachers who are concerned in the report."
Added notations:
Baker: "We have trained examiners in a large
system.
"
Worlton: "Teacher administration of psychologi-
cal tests is a poor practice."
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Allen: "Y/e do not believe in teacher administra-
tion of psychological tests,"
Nifenecker: "Our principals supervise and train
teachers to test,"
Gray: "San Francisco plans a 'testing adviser'
for each school for special study cases."
Stenquist reports that Baltimore is working out
a system of test administration whereby
certain represents.tive teachers , trained in
testing, are responsible for administration
of tests and for returns, and receive added
salary for successful service. (167: 8)
also (168; 1-11)
Question 3. During a first year of a testing program
how much time is needed for general and group
teachers* meetings?
- "Group meetings enough to develop thorough under-
standing of all of the details which the
teachers must meet in carrying on tests" ... 47
Johnson: "Usually clearly expressed written
directions will suffice."
Lundberg: "Supplement with mimeographed direc-
tions and 'don'ts' •"
Tracy: "Special training in giving and scoring
tests comes in here, also practice in
timing, etc."
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Tilton: "Avoid mee tinge. The practice breaks
down interest and cooperation."
Moore: "Such meetings are not effective,"
"One general meeting before and one or two after
a testing period" 32
McCallie: "This depends upon training of
teachers,
"
Allen: "One before and one after,"
ITash: "Principals take care of this,"
Stenquist: "We spent the major part of the first
three years 'selling 1 the program,"
What matters should be discussed at such meet-
ings?
"At general meetings":
Purposes and objectives 21
These can best be shown by principals 19
Lincoln: "ADter testing, general results, plans
for remedial measures, etc,"
"At group meetings":
Method of giving the test ...,...,..48
Method of scoring and summarizing ••••• 48
Directions as to time and place of returns., 44
This should be by bulletin 3
Returns with interpretations 38
Lucas: "Very little of this,"
Kallom: "After the test has been given and
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re-checked, the returns with inter-
pretations should be discussed in
small groups , and with individual
teachers,
"
Meaning of each part of the test to be given . ...
Question necessity of this 2
Added suggestions:
Withain and Gray: "Give miiaeographed directions
in addition to oral ones , and give much of
the returns in mimeographed form."
Boyer: "We give written standard directions,
"
Moore: "Elementary teachers resent too many
meetings. They will come through loyally,
but we have found finer cooperation through
carefully prepared mimeographed sheets,"
Connor: "Be sure to" distinguish between cleri-
cal work and interpretation. The teacher
should be taught to do the clerical work
mechanically and rapidly. She should
study interpretation afterwards."
Kimball: "Be sure to stress with teachers the
need for accuracy and adherence to direc-
tions without changing them,"
Johnson: "This idea of returns is all right
if practicable, the purpose being to secure
exchange of ideas."
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Question 4. How much actual administration of Stanford
-
Einet Tests should a teacher have done successfully
"before she may "be entrusted to do this testing
accurately without supervision? (Assume that the
teacher is interested enough in the work to have
undertaken it voluntarily.
)
There was general expression of unwillingness to
check a definite number of tests. However,
"Some teachers ought never to be entrusted to
give intelligence tests" was checked by 4-3
"30 tests" by 33
"10 tests" by 9
All stress the need of the right teacher for a
tester, and of the necessity of courses or other
"proper background" in psychology before taking up
the study of intelligence testing.
Connor: "The giving of a Binet Test is a compara-
tively simple affair. The interpretation of
the test is a very different matter and re-
quires a person of peculiar abilities and
rather long experience."
Baker and Maxon: "We need full time, experienced,
trained examiners."
Osburn: "Practically some teachers ought never
to be entrusted to give intelligence tests.
Theoretically, any real teacher should be
able to do it."
•
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Johnson: "Some teachers ought not to be entrusted
to give tests or to continue the work of
instruction; but these cases should have
individual administrative consideration."
Poster: "It is possible to train kindergarten
teachers to give tests to pupils for Grade I E
with from 10 to 30 tests. This would not be
enough for long range testing."
Question Is it best that the director of research
administer tests for problem cases?
All who answered stressed the time factor, the size
of system and of staff, and ability or non-ability
or lack of training of the director to do this
specialized work.
Yes, if clinic service is not available .... 45
Baker: "The director should probably be the head
of the Psychological Clinic."
Everly: "Special cases should be handled by
specialists.
"
Kallom: "Clinic cooperation is needed particularly
in cases involving mental hygiene."
Question 6. (a) Are there measures of teachers' errors
in giving and scoring group tests of intelligence?
ITo 6
"I know of none" 6
"Have no data" 6
"Have data, not yet compiled (Everly) 1
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Connor: "P. E. of Probable Learning Rate from
group mental tests in Cleveland is now known
to be 7."
Allen and Nifenecker: "All tests should be re-
checked. "
Dickson: "Re-testing is about the only method
available.
"
Poster: "Teachers' work, errors, and attitude make
it best to entrust the scoring to experienced
clerks.
"
Kallom: "There are measures which pretend to deter-
mine the amount of erroie in any given group
which has been tested. They need not be re-
ported to teachers at all, a3 most teachers have
not had the training which would make it possi-
ble for them to understand the report."
Lincoln: "There are studies which show that even
skilled workers make errors. And I sometimes
make a slip in giving a test myself."
Gray: "Error will always be a factor, but not
enough to invalidate all results."
Does the clerical, work of teachers in scoring and
recording test results give returns in better
understandings?
- Mechanical part is apt to be uppermost in the
teacher's mind 31

Not to a real teacher • 3
"Depends upon the type of teacher" Hinnan-
Nifenecker 2
Jacobs: "It will be uppermost until the teacher
realizes the help the test papers are to her
in understanding the child's reaction."
Connor: "It should be mechanica.1 to insure rapid
and accurate scoring*"
Baker: "It should all be done by clerical help."
Yes, Each check is bound to give insight into the
workings of the particular test checked 20
Brown: "Yes, for a few tests*"
Kimball: "Amount of insight depends upon teacher's
interest in and knowledge of tests."
Everly: "It is true only for better trained teachers.
Herbst: "Yes,- insight into pupil difficulties also."
Four, reporting for cities in which intelligence tests
are given by director's department, and educa-
tional tests by teachers and principals, write,
"Yes, on educational tests."
Foster: "Too many demands are made upon teachers to
have it operate that way.
"
Tracy: "It will give teacher insight, if done with
that specific purpose."
Fox: "Probably not for most teachers. Study of
checked papers will give greater benefit."
#
Kallom: "The testimony of teachers varies a great
deal, from the teacher who says she gets nothing
and it is only a burden, to the teacher who gets
a great deal out of the correcting. It is
apparently determined "by the interest v/hich the
teacher has in the use of the final results,"
Question 7» How much clerical service is needed per
500-pupil unit for a year's testing program?
-"Usual clerical service is sufficient to handle this
part-time work" 23
Depends upon what "usual clerical help" is • 1
-"Half time of one clerk" 12
-"Depends upon extent of the program" ••• 5
-"Full time of one clerk" 4
-"Do not know" •••••• • 1
Nifenecker: "Machines tabulate results in Hew York,
so I cannot answer."
Haxon: "This depends upon the amount of clerical
work made by the director."
Moore and Lincoln: "It depends upon the tests to be
given, and upon what is to be done with results."
Bixler: "It depends upon the amount of work which
teachers do •
"
Allen: "500 tests means 50 hours of work."
Baker: "7 clerks have scored 95*000 tests in 7 months."
Connor: "1 clerk can score 500 tests in 2 months,
or
4 clerks can do the same work in 2 weeks."
#
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Footer: "1 clerk can score for 7»000 children in 3
or 4 months. "
Tracy: "1 clerk handles work for 2,000 when tests
have "been scored by the teacher."
Walter: "1 clerical assistant for 8,000 children."
Question 8. (a) If teachers' meetings have been managed
wisely, how much adjustment should be needed between
teachers upon questions which arise from changes in
classification?
- Hone, if principal is supervisor as well as adminis-
trator ••••• 18
- Very little 12
- Some 11
- A great deal 4
Fox: "This depends upon the teachers."
Allen: "Some teachers never will understand."
Gray: "This depends upon the matter of principal's
supervision.
Everly: "Depends upon (l) the amount of teacher's
training and experience, and (2) the amount of
detailed and lucid interpretation which is
given by the principals and the Bureau of
Research.
"
(b) "What are these questions" (having to do with adjust-
ments between teachers)?
f
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Vttiich teacher shall take the low division? 19
The best qualified teacher should take
the low division, 4
Tubbs: "The best teacher should take the low
group.
"
Til ton: "The teacher with the social view point
should take the low division."
Kimball: "A trained teacher is most desirable for
ttee low division."
Hetties: "Teacher personality must be studied.
Few teachers should have all low groups,"
Foster: "Some principals alternate teachers."
Kallon: "I am rather certain that the difficulty
of getting teachers to handle the slow section
is that in spite of the fact that the principal
knows it is a slow section, because of pressure
from supervisors and superintendents he makes
the teacher feel that she is to get as go pd
results in her class as he is getting in the
other classes in the school. Y/here you have a
real special class you have teachers who are
perfectly willing to deal with these children
who are low mentally but in no case is there
pressure brought to bear by superintendents,
directors, or principals to bring about certain
preconceived results comparable to the work in
•
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any particular grade."
Kefauver: "Such queotiono should not arise among
teachers.
"
Kerbow; "We have no trouble here."
Is it fair for a teacher to give up some of her best
pupils, and take in exchange the same number
from a low division, for the sake of classifi-
cation?
Yes 38
This is an administrative matter r 16
Ho 1
Johnson: "It is fair if the policy is good."
Stenquist and Dickson do not see this as a matter of
"fairness". "The teacher should consent."
Kallom: "If it is best for the pupils to go into a
brighter section, there is no. question at all of
being fair to the teacher . I am very certain
in my own mind that keeping bright children in
sections with slov/ children in order to furnish
a stimulus to the dull children does not work .
In running a race we do not put the pacer so
far ahead that it is impossible for the other
parties in the race to catch up. I have also
seen large numbers of cases where children placed
in slow sections have for the first time been
happy in their school work."
r
Gray: "A plan of homogeneous grouping should
eliminate this,"
Everly: "It is fair, but teachers and principals
do not always see this matter professionally."
McCallie: - "Pupils' good, not teachers* pleasure
is the consideration."
Connor: "Later, teachers will learn to avoid bright
sections unless especially adapted for the work."
Lincoln: "Follow teachers* special interests in
this. If teachers aren't already in this work
who will do it willingly and eagerly, others
should "be found."
Further questions suggested:
Fox: -"Techniques for handling different divisions.
- Modifications in course of study for high
and low.
- Securing of supplementary or different mate-
rials for different groups."
Prewett: -"The relative number of pupils in A, B, and
C groups enters here. A teacher in a low
division should have fewer pupils."
Question 9« (a) Should superintendent, director of re-
search, or principal meet the questions of parents?
The question was answered by all.
Though the phraseology of answers varied , the
thought of 59 was identical; namely,
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First appeal of the parent should "be to the
principal. If necessary, and sometimes it is most
advisable, second appeal should be to the director
for his facts. The superintendent should be the
"court of last resort". "Each must do his part, and
all must cooperate in the best interests of the
child."
Two would make the order of reference, princi-
pal, superintendent, director. This variation may-
be due to other conditions in these two particular
school systems which have to do with duties and re-
sponsibilities of superintendent and director.
Maxon: "The director is a staff officer, not a
line officer concerned in execution of details."
How much time is this person justified in giving to
conferences with parents upon matters brought
out by the testing and classification?
"Every parent has a right to as much time as it takes
to bring about a satisfactory understanding". 43
"A special office hour is justifiable for this
purpose" • 9
"As little as possible" 8
"A special office hour is not justifiable" 1
Baker: "This is no problem at all. Measurement
is an internal achool device."
Gray: "A testing program properly handled will
result in little misunderstanding."
•
Hifenecker: MA reasonable amount should be given
each parent.
"
Footer: "Time is v/ell spent explaining these
things to parents when they inquire. It is to
them that we must ultimately justify ourselves."
Lincoln: "This will pay in the long run, because of
the part it will play in the education of the
general public."
Question 10. Y/ho should handle remedial work with parents
who need the assistance of mental hygiene?
The question was generally interpreted as meaning"Who
should approach the parent when the child needs mental
hygiene help?" It was the author's intention to ask
"wlao can best handle the parent problem, when the
parent himself is known by the school authorities to
be an unsatisfactory factor in the child's reactions?"
Kerbst: "If the parent is meant, then it is not e.
school problem.
"
Melcher: "The school should help if it affects the
welfare of the child."
As best approach to mental hygiene help for the
- "A clinic worker, if available" was checked by . . 29
child
,
- "Only a worker skilled in mental hygiene N 18
- "The person who has promise of being able to
influence the parent 16
"School nurse" 15
*
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Walter: "A visiting teacher can often do much."
Dawson: "The person who is most capable of under-
standing the child."
Kimball: "Cooperation of all who can*"
Xallom: "Only a clinical worker in mental hygiene,
a psychologist, or psychiatrist should handle
the remedial work with such parents. School
nurses, school visitors, teachers, and princi-
pals have neither training nor information to
handle 3uch cases. This skilled worker should
have the cooperation of everybody who is dealing
directly with the child."
Question 11. Should a superintendent's program for edu-
cation of the public parallel or follow a testing
program?
- Parallel 19
- No program unless the public demands it 16
- Follow 11
- Parallel 11
- Precede, parallel, and follow 4
Everly: "Even in a first testing program, the
superintendent's educational influence needs
to be directed first to the Board, the princi-
pals, and the teachers."
Gray: "The testing program should not be presented
a3 an innovation, but as an aid in making the
educational program more effective."
•
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Saker: "Do nothing unless you seeiv trouble."
Sums tine: "The less said, the better."
Stenquist: "ITo two will be apt to follow identical
procedure.
"
Lincoln: "Probably a judicious combination of both
is desirable."
•
CHAPTER X
SUMMARY
This study was instigated by a situation which devel-
oped in a school system of approximately 3.700 pupils
through incomplete and wrong use of tests, and through un-
satisfactory handling of the resulting material. Up to
September, 1926, the test work in Belmont, Massachusetts, had
been sporadic, and carried on by teachers according to un-
coordinated or no plan, No definite program had been laid
out, nor even main objectives known. The results were
three: first, a superintendent who was puzzled as to what
the next move should be; second, wearied principals and
teachers who criticised and discussed and took sides as to
values of a measurement movement; third, time, labor, and
money were wasted upon tests and test materials which yielded
no returns to the children and which really did develop wrong
teacher attitudes. A better classification was sadly needed
in the schools where the gifted, unrecognized as such, were
lagging, and the slow were unfairly pushed beyond their
ability to function. This situation was believed to be not
at all unusual in school systems in which superintendent and
teachers, with the best of intentions and with most commenda-
ble desire to modernize their schools, have attempted to work
with te3ts without skilled guidance and without the necessary
training and knowledge.
132
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The main problem of the 3tudy was that of discovering
whether it is possible in such a situation to accomplish a
program of homogeneous grouping with cooperation of and
known benefits to teachers, with cooperation of and under-
standing by parents, with benefits to and without detrimen-
tal effects upon children*
In the attempt at solution of the main problem, two
secondary problems developed: (a) What are the problems
which arise in a program looking towards homogeneous group-
ing of pupils in a school system? (b) What is the cost of
such a program in time, labor, and money? What are the
compensations for the cost?
The evidence has been obtained through three years of
aatual work upon a carefully planned testing program, begin-
ning with the use of intelligence test3, administered by
teachers, and under the direction of a research worker who
is a trained organiser of measurement. Problems were
recognized as they arose in the actual field, and solutions
and values were 3ought and found. The problems were studied
in the light of the best information and experience available.
They were acted upon as the data dictated. This is in
accordance with McCall's method for determining the truth:
"to seek authority, to speculate as to possibilities, to
experiment or measure, to accept facts shown by the data, and
to act in the light of these facts". (6£: l)
Securing of cooperation and understanding of teachers
in the development of a test program, involves right objec-

tives, expert planning, selection of right te3ts, and wise
guidance of teachers in their cooperative work of testing
and interpreting results.
The task of leadership is not for a novice, and it
should not "be tampered with by novices. Objectives must
be right. Plan3 mu3t be expertly made. Tests must be
rightly chosen. Guidance must be wise.
Teachers can be trained quickly to administer group
intelligence tests, if the teachers are fairly intelligent,
and are guided towards an open-minded attitude towards the
testing and its resulting problems. Method of training
is that of helping the teacher to understand each move in
the testing, and of giving opportunity for her to become
skilful in its execution.
The general plan, as it grew, included:
- Definition of duties, and field and extent of author-
ity of the organiser, and of school officials
concerned with the program.
- Study of any po33ible values from past testing.
- Detailed plan for a 3urvey to be made by the use of
teacher -administered test3.
- Laying out of the objectives of the program in such a
way as to shift teacher interest from the test
itself to the child and hi3 reactions.
- Planning for ample opportunity for teacher-participa-
tion in open discussion of and questioning about
the program.
- Training of the teachers to give, 3core and summarize
the particular test3 used for their classes.
This training of the teacher upon the actual task
in hand was a mo3t valuable part of the under-
taking.
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- Arrangement for obtaining the necessary clerical ser-
vice, as need for the same became apparent.
- Plan3 for necessary record forms and files for preserv-
ing the data, and making tt accessible.
Tests were chosen because they met the known criteria
of good tests, especially in the matter of standardization,
and correlation with the Stanford Binet tests.
Teachers were brought into the plan as testers and
recorders. In doing the testing and scoring, teachers
recognize certain individual differences which make for bet-
ter understanding of the child, provided the teachers have
been properly helped and guided in the work.
The training of teachers to do the testing included:
- Taking of the test as given by an expert.
- Discussion, questioning, and review of procedure.
- Practice in giving the test, assisted by criticisms
of the organizer.
- Practice in making class summaries.
- Giving of the test to their classes.
The training upon a test may well be given immediately
preceding the time for its administration in order that
details may be properly remembered, and that the work may
be done in the spirit of the meeting at which training is
given.
The first testing will show: (l) Need of developing
a form for return of data to the teacher. The forms used
in Belmont are 3hown on pages 43-45* The purpose of this
particular form was to center the teacher's attention upon
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each child*s position within his group, and upon the groups
to be found in her room; (2) A. need for office record form
which will preserve the data in a simple, easily understood
manner. The material so preserved is shown in Table 4,
page 52; (3) #sed for a scheme of classification. The
data from this study indicated as a working scheme that age
might be used for grade placement, and IQ, for grouping
within a grade. The right placing of individuals was de-
termined in the light of available data as to health, con-
duct and scholarship. Classifications were not made
immediately. Time was allowed for teacher understanding
to grow. Except for eight special cases no classifications
were made in Belmont until the opening of the second year
of the program. Right teacher-attitude and interest in
individual pupils cares for the necessary elasticity of
classification, provided the administration has the same
right attitudes and interest.
All of the teachers and pupils of a school system can
be included in the program of testing and classification to
the advantage of all concerned. This can be accomplished
as rapidly a3 the teachers can come to accept the newer
aims of education and can realize values to be obtained
from objective measures, enough to wish to share in the use
of tests and in their results. This teacher growth ex-
tends over a period of years* In Belmont all of the
elementary school teachers and pupils of grades below Junior
High School were involved in the program during the first
•
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year, and the group entering Junior High School was classi-
fied* The end of the second year found the elementary
grade teachers and pupils involved in the classification
and benefiting from it3 results, and two grades in Junior
High School classified* The third year showed increase in
interest and cooperation of all teachers below Senior High
School, with Senior High School pupils tested and with
evidence of increase of Senior High School teacher interest.
After first classification, needs should be recognized
and studied, and response of administrative force to most
urgent needs should be prompt* The need for constant
readjustment of classifications should be recognized and
met. Urgent need3 will press until friction threatens if
they are not met* It is far more feasible to meet the
need than to remove friction and its causes*
School entrance age is the age for intensive first
study* There is no danger of testing intelligence too
early, nor in making adjustments for ability in the light
of such testing. Proper recognition of ability at school
entrance can prevent retardation, and can spare the high
school the burden of problems from retardation which are
school -life-old*
Skilled assistance i3 needed for the direction of
tests and measurements. The expense of skilled leader-
ship and direction is easily justified. Actual years of
repeating done by pupils registered in the Belmont schools
on May 1, 1929, had cost the town $39,921.71. The co3t
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of actual repeating in the school 3ystem, cost figured on
per capita basis, for the two years prior to 1926, was
^13,465*08. In the two years following the beginning of
the test program, 192o-1927» and 1927-1928, the cost of
retardation was $6,084.30, even though the number of pupils
had increased. This was an actual saving to Belmont of
$7»380.78» a tidy salary for a director, as well as ample
funds for materials for the program. Such classification
is a money making proposition. The savings from proper
placing of accelerates during the study was $3*920.27. The
investment of #.£0 per pupil yielded a money-gain of $2.40
per pupil to Belmont.
Problems of a new worker in the classification program
for the first year are those of making adjustments in such a
way as to permit the good of the former regime to continue
uninterruptedly, while loose ends are caught up and the way
made smooth for later plans and work.
Blunders can be avoided if the test program i3 carefully
planned by a skilled leader. A program cannot be successful
if hurried. For growth, periods of need and adjustment must
alternate, and time is a requisite for learning. Early,
well planned conferences are a means of forestalling blunders
as well as saving time.
The cost in time of a test program for Belmont for three
years was almost 32 3ix-hour days of work by the organiser,
who was an unpaid research worker; one year of full time
work of a trained director of tests and measurements (salary
t
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$2000); alraoat 22 hours of the superintendent's time in con-
ference; and $409*90 for test materials. This is decidedly
overbalanced by the total saving of $11 ,301. 05 • Belmont ! s
clear profit in money in three years wa3 $8,891«15«
The smaller part of the profit is thus measurable in
dollars and cents. The substitution of success for failure,
the decrease in disciplinary problems, the increase in
accomplishment, the increase in teacher interest, the bet-
tering of teacher morale , are vast profits as yet inaccu-
rately measurable. A program for success is not easily
nor hastily accomplished. It takes time, thought, teach-
ing, study, wise planning, competent direction and guidance
over a period of years. The investment is in conservation
of character and contribution to life of the school child --
values which are easily sensed by a teaching staff who have
become reasonably keen upon the value of the individual
child.
•
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